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(Tljciiif: ^alfin \\\ tfjr :%>fl)rnterntl) Ccnturp
Tlu)u^h incrLliants ina\ lie by .lurhority, " vvc have tried m keep our Yi^ar Book
close in spirit to that which a Merchant living in the Seventeenth Century in Salem
might have seen himself or might have heard from the mouths of very honest persons
of experience and knowledge. W'e have kept in mind, in our free mingling of past and
present, a Merchant's Memory Book.
The Merchant of the Seventeenth Century opened the way for his more famous
successors. There were few more prosperous areas in the Colony than the Township of
Salem which, in 1635, included Danvers, Beverly, Manchester, W'enham, part of
Lvnn, Middleton and, Topsfield, and Marblehead, in addition to the present limits.
Development was rapid in this territory on which, in 1626, Roger Conant landed
with his twenty-seven companions. One of Higginson's early letters states that
'Naunkecke" contained " half a score of houses, built, and a fayre house newlv built
for the Governor and about 200 planters settled." Pioneer \'illage shows this earliest
tvpe of dwelling. Before 1700, the Corwins, Brownes, Pickerings, and others were
approaching Old World standards of living.
Our Merchant s interests were not in trade alone, and the "goose-quiH" man
could write verses on his "letter-sheets behind the propped-up ledgers," and read the
Song of Solomon "so many verses before bedtime, because it was the Bible. " Before
the end of the century every English ship was bringing hooks, and w'hole libraries
came for Harvard College or to he broken up and sold to the public. There was a
steady sea of traffic and an active correspondence with English scientists, divines, and
men of letters, broken only during the Restoration. A London bookseller, visiting
Boston in 1686, found the city stirring with his kind, and Salem was the third town in
Massachusetts to set up its own public printing press. As the Merchant was thus
familiar with both Cavalier and Roundhead literature, it is natural to find echoes of
Herrick, Pepys, and Carew, as well as ot Bun\ an, Fuller, and Milton. The Merchant
of the literary type, so well represented by Thomas Maule, was of broader culture
than the superficial observer has realized.
The Witchcraft Delusion of 1692 showed the age at its worst, but we have the
memory of Samuel Sewall's public apology. It was the time and not the place which
caused the reign of terror. A bright spot in the dismal picture is the fact that it was
here in Salem that the delusion was finallv dispelled, causing a general awakening
all over the countrv and in England. Superstition was not caused bv lack of education,
for that was ever dear to the hearts of the founders of Salem Town.
Between 1626 and 1700 came a rapid and significant change in living conditions;
the pioneer huts and slab houses, cheerless and crude, gave place to comfortable and
substantial dwellings; the rude furniture was replaced bv finer pieces; the Bible and a
few schoolbooks w^ere augmented and became libraries; the herb garden expanded into
a "pleasance" spot. Such progress is a tribute to the Salem Merchant.
L. Glugeth, '34
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JSopiilar Ctiucation, (Efjeu anb ilotu
A nationally known universirv professor deplores the fact that there is no evi-
dence that a single volume of Shakespeare was brought to America by any of the
early settlers of either Plymouth Colony or the somewhat vounger colony of Massa-
chusetts Bay; but, be that as it may, thev brought with them their Bibles and a great
thirst for a knowledge that is fundamental to the creation of a great Christian com-
monwealth.
It is an inspiration to know that the immediate region served bv the State
Teachers College at Salem was the centre of the great movement which gave free
popular education to America and that it had begun even before the coming of
Governor W inthrop. Unfortunately, there are few early records of the evolution of the
Colonial schools, but, from the views, habits, and relations of these pioneers, the
education of their children must have been one of the chief matters of their concern.
As early as 1628, Governor Cradock recommended that Indian children be trained in
reading and religion. Certainly not less attention was given to the education of the
children of the colonists.
Although it is probable that the first free school in America was established in
\'irginia in 1621, there is little doubt that the first free school in Massachusetts was
founded in Boston in 1636, the record of which is still in existence. Although private
instruction had been given children in Salem before 1641, that year provision was made
for the payment of tuition by the town, when necessary, in order that all children
might attend school. The location of this first school is not certain but it is believed
that it was on what is known as the Endicott farm in what is now Peabodw The third
free school in the Commonwealth was established in Ipswich in 1642.
In this year, the General Court ordered the selectmen of every town to "have a
vigilant eve over their brethren and neighbors" to see that they shall not neglect to
teach their children and apprentices the English language, a knowledge of the capital
laws and "some short orthodox catechism," and "that they be brought up to some
honest implovment profitable to themselves and the Comnwn \\'calth." This carries
with it the implication of vocational training.
In Salem in 1640, the town "chose young Mr. Norris to teach Schot)le" and he
continued to perform this service until 1684, when his resignation was accepted, and
the town voted him as a pension, the sum of fifteen pounds, which was the rate of his
salary for the previous year, "to smooth the passage of so won h\ a man to the grave."
May not this have been the beginning of our teachers' retirement systems?
Higher education in America had also its birth here, and our oldest college might
have been located in Salem instead of at Cambridge, land (or this purpose having been
made available "bevond Forest River." Later, Salem in ct)mmon with oiher towns,
made generous contributions ro the funds required for the mainicn.incc of Harvard.
8
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riicii was rhc ot "rlic rhrcf R 's" , of t horough (acru.il iiist ruction in a limited
lumibcr ot liclds; and radical indocrrinarion in education, politics and religion. Now
there are taught, somewhere in the elementary schools of Massachusetts, probably
as man\- as thirtv dillerent subjects; children are encouraged to take the initiative in
their own education and (o reach their own conclusions in the light of all the facts
\\ liu h are fundamental to their reasoning. In everv comniunitv, the public high school
has almost literally become the people's college. Practically free higher education is
prt)vided in numerous state-supported colleges and higher vocational institutions, and
numerous free scholarships are available for worthy and ambitious students who desire
instruction in privately supported universities. Thus, in the short space of three cen-
turies, our great system of American education has evolved from the small beginnings
made b\- the forefathe-rs who, in the haste of their departure from Old lingland, forgot
to bring to New England at least one copy of Shakespeare.
1645
"For seven months in the warmer part of the year the master shall everv dav
begin to teach at seven o'clock in the morning and dismiss the scholars at five in the
afternoon, while in the colder and darker months of the remainder of the year he shall
begin at eight and close at four. There shall be a midday intermission from eleven to
one, except on Monday when the master shall call his scholars together between
twelve and one of the clock to examine them what they have learned, at which time
also he shall take notice of any misdemeanor or outrage that any of his scholars shall
have committed on the sabbath."
1934
"Every town shall maintain, for at least one hundred and sixty davs in each
school year, unless specifically exempted as to any one year by the department of
education, a sufficient number of schools for the instruction of all children who may
legally attend a public school therein. Such schools shall be taught by teachers of
competent ability and good morals, and shall give instruction and training in orthog-
raphy, reading, writing, the English language and grammar, geography, arithmetic,
drawing, the history and constitution of the United States, the duties of citizenship,
physiology and hygiene, good behavior, indoor and outdoor games and athletic
exercise. In connection with physiology and hygiene, instruction as to the effects of
alcoholic drinks and of stimulants and narcotics on the human svstem, and as to
tuberculosis and its prevention, shall be givxn to all pupils in all schools under public
control, except schools maintained solely for instruction in particular branches."
9
Dr. J. AsBuiO' I'lTMAN, Prcsiclait
"Wise and tliscrccrc and well-spoken, having a grave and deliherare utterance,
of a very cheerful spirit, verv sociable and pleasante amongst his friends."
JfacuUj>
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MARIE BADGER
Typewriting, Office Training
ALICE H. EDWARDS, A. B.
Shorthand, Office Training
AMY E. WARE, M A.
Geography
MALDE L. HARRIS, A M.
Literature
CAROLINE E. PORTER. B.S.. M.A.
Reading
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Sbministration
ANN K. CLARK JANET SMITH, A.B , B.S.
Secretary Registrar
"He studieth his scholars' natures as carefully as rhey were books, and ranks their
dispositions into several forms:
1. Those that are ingenious and industrious. The con|unction of two such planers
in a vouth presages much good unto him. To such a lad a frown may he a whipping,
and a whipping a death; vea, where their master whips them once, shame whips them
all the week after. Such natures he useth with all gentleness.
2. Those that are ingenious and idle. These think, with the hare m the fable, that
running with snails—so thev count the rest of their schoolfellows thev shall come
soon enough to the post, though sleeping a good while before their starting.
3. Those that are dull and diligent. Wines, the stronger thev be, the more Ices
they have when thev are new. Manv bovs are muddv-headed till thev be clarified
with age; and such afterwards prove the best. Dull natures of vouth acquit themselves
afterwards the jewels of the country, and therefore their dullness ar liist is to be borne
with if they be diligent. The schoolmaster deserves to be beaten himsell, who beats
Nature in a boy for a fault.
4. Those that are in\ incibl\ dull, and negligent also. Correction ma\ reform ihe
latter, not amend the former. All the whetting in the world can never set a razor's
edge on that which hath no steel in it. Such bo\'s he consigncth over to other pro-
fessions. Those may make excellent merchants and mechanics."
TiK)MAs FuLLiiii The Holy and the Profane State
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Coinmrrciiil ;%^rmors
\ K TORIA SOPHIE BORYS
"X'ickie"
70 Lincoln Avenue, Saugus June 8
"Your smiling eyes,
Your Iily-rosed lips most jciir.
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Baskctb,-\11 1, 2, 3, 4, AU-Star 3; Baseball 2, 3; Soccer
4; Chairman Commercial Freshman Reception 2; Stunt Committee Com-
mercial Freshman Reception 4; Senior Reception Programs Chairman 4;
Middle Class Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant 4; W. A. A. 1, 3, 4; Literary-
Dramatic Club 4, Treasurer 4, Girl Scout Club 3.
CATHERINE MAUDE DENNEN
"Kav"
78 W'ashingtcMi Street, Gloucester July 28
"Silence that spoke and eloquence of eyes."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain 1, 3; Round Robin 3; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4,
Captain 1, 3, All-Star 1, 3; Tennis Tournament 3; Commercial Freshman
Reception Committee 4; Christmas Pageant 4; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Literary-
Dramatic Club 3, 4.
MARY ALICE DUGAN
'
'Dugie'
'
28 North Main Street, Webster February 16
' But oh, she dances such a way!
No sun upon an Easter day
Is half so fine a sight.
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Ball 1; Bowling 3; Volley Ball 1, 2; Treasurer
Middle Classes 3; Council Representative 3; Chairman Pageant Dance
Committee 3; Freshman Tea Committee 3, 4; Commercial Freshman Recep-
tion 2, 3, 4; Girl Scout Conference Reception Committee 3; Tri Mu Dance
Committee 1; Alumni Banquet 4; MiddleClass Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant
4; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Girl Scout Club 3; Literary-Dramatic Club 3, 4; Tri
Mu Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretary 3.
MARY ALEXANDRIA DUNCAN
75 Laurel Street, Lynn May 27
"A merry heart ivithin a cheerful countenance."
Newcomb 1, 3, 4; Social Committee Commercial Initiation 4; W. A. A.
3, 4; Literarv-Dramatic Club 4.
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BEATRICE H. EDMONDSON
•Bea'"
Asburv Street, South Hamilton September 16
"To you, to you, all song of praise is due."
Field Ball 2, 3, All-Star 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Volley Ball 3; Basketball 3,
Referee 4; Bowling 3; Class Representative 2; Stunt Committee Freshman
Initiation 4; Council 4; Daisy Chain 3; L'lg 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 3;
Girl Scout Club 3; President Literary-Dramatic Club 4; W. A. A. 3, 4.
JOHN A. FOUHEY
3 Burroughs Street, Danvers April 18
"A spotless friend, a matchless man, whose virtues ever shined."
Middle Class Pageant 2, 3; Christmas Pageant 4; M. A. A. 3, 4; Operetta
1, 2, Commercial Council 2, 3, 4, Treasurer 3, 4.
ELDORA LOUISE GAGNON
'
'Lou"
17 Mavwood Street, Boston September 27
"Alj mind to me a kingdom is.
'
Xewcomb I, 2, 3, 4; Social Committee Freshman Initiation 4; Typist
2, Middle Class Pageant 3; Girl Scout Club 1; Geography Club 3; Literarv-
Dramatic Club 4, W. A. A. 3, 4.
Shirlev June 12
CORINNE ELEANOR GATELY
"In all her words, unto all hearers Jit,
You may at revels, you at council, sit.
Newcomb 3, 4, Basketball 3, 4, N'ice-President Senior Class 4; Class Repre-
sentative 1; Commercial Freshmen Reception Committee 4; Class Day
Banquet, Chairman 4; Daisy Chain 3, Typist 1, Associate Editor 3,
Managing Editor 4; Middle Class Pageant 3; Girl Scout Club 3; Literary-
Dramatic Club 4.
18
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H. GERALD GORDON
•jcn-v" "Hy"
47 Church Srrccr, L\nn Ocroher 30
"He, only like himself, was second unto none."
Basketball 1, 2, }, 4, Captain 3; Baseball 1, 2, Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Chairman
Entertainment Committee Freshman Initiation 4; Log Staff 2; Middle Class
Pageant 2, 3, International Relations Club 2, 3, 4; M. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4, Secre-
tary 2; Men's Glee Club 2, 3, 4; Operetta 2, 3; M. A. A. Minstrel Show 3.
ESTHER JOHANNA HANSON
"Est"
11 Swcctscr Srrcct, W'akclicli December 22
" Aiciidenly demure.
Nevvcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 3, 4; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, 4, Baseball 3; Field
Ball 1; Commercial Council Representative 2; Decoration Committee Com-
mercial Initiation 4; Cap and Gown Committee 4, Middle Class Pageant 3;
Senior Class Pageant 4; Glee Club 1, 4; Girl Scout Club 3.
HESTER IRMNG
"Hes"
109 Hopedale Street, Hopedale June 8
"Who hath the lips where wit in fairness reigneth."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; \'olley Bail 1, 2, 4; Soccer 4, Commercial Council
Representative 2, 3; Class Day Printing 4; Tri Mu Representative 4, Middle
Class Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant 4; Tri Mu 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretarv 3, Presi-
dent 4; Literary-Dramatic Club 4; W. A. A. 3, 4; Commercial Council 2, 3.
EDNA MAY LEAMTT
"Eddie"
26 Lambert Avenue, L\ nn December 22
"Vain words, well may you show affection.
But not her worth
. '
'
All-Star Field Ball 1, 2, 3; Basketball 1,2,3, 4, All-Star 1,2,3; Soccer 3, 4;
Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Entertainment Committee Com-
mercial Initiation 3; Decoration Committee Commercial Initiation 4; Class
Gift 4; Secretary Cooperative Council 3, President 4; Delegate to New York
Conference, Speaker 3; Middle Class Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant 4; Inter-
national Relations Club 2, Girl Scout Club 3; Glee Club 4, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3,
4; Head of Sports 2.
19
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FLORENCE MIRIAM LIST
"Listv"
26 Ashle\- Street, East Boston September 19
"Naught Ci/ii hurt the heart.
That retains .w sweet a friend.
Nevvcomb 1, 2, Basketball 2, 3, 4, Tennis Tournament 2, 3, 4; Baseball
3,4; Entertainment Committee Freshman Reception 4, Middle Class Pageant
3; Christmas Pageant 4; Junior Business Manager Year Book 3, Business
Manager 4, Internationa] Relations Club 2; Girl Scout Club 3, Literary-
Dramatic Club 4; W. A. A. 1, 3, 4, Secretary 4.
ERNESTINE E. MAYNARD
"Ernie" "Tinnie"
21 Staples Street, Lowell December 11
"She was made for happy thoughts.
For pleasant wit and laughter."
Newcomb 4; Commercial Council 4; Business Manager Log 4; Class Day
Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant 4; Camera Club 2; Geography Club 3; Com-
mercial Council 4, W. A. A. 3, 4.
EILEEN MURRAY
"Merry"
30 Cosgrove Street, Lowell Mareh 31
"Honor is the chief content
Th.it to us ni life IS lent."
Basketball 2, 3, 4, Baseball 3, Tennis 1, 2, 3, Ncwconib 3, Freshman
Initiation, Chairman 4, Ring Committee 3, Chairman 4, Class Dav Program
4; Middle Class Pageant 3, Christmas Pageant 4, Literarv Board Year Book
4, International Relations Club 2, Girl Scout Club 3; Literary-Dramatic
C,lnb4; W. A. A. 2, 3, 4.
EN'ELYNE FRANC ES ELIZABETH OLIN'ER
"Eve"
45 \\ heeler Street, Maiden June 5
"Of lively look, all grief to repel."
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, Newcomb I, 2, 3, 4, Field Ball I, 2, 3; Soccer 4;
N'olley Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Bowling 3; Senior Class Treasurer 4; Freshman Recep-
tion 4, Senior Reception Refreshments Chairman 4; Middle Class Pageant 3;
Christmas Pageant 4; W. A.A.I, 2, 3, 4, Treasurer 3; Girl Scout Club 1 , 2, 3,
I'resident 2; Literary-Dramatic Club 3, 4.
20
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ALICE LORI.TI A PlJ.l.lTIi R
42 Simon Scrccr, Bc\ crlv December 24
"A glimpse of thy sweet fcice breeds me more pleasure
Than any other s kindest words and graces.
Newcomb 1. 2, 3, 4; Field Ball 1, 2; Volley Bali 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;
Bowling 3; Social Committee 4; Freshman Tea Committee 3; Commercial
Freshman Reception 2, 3, 4; Girl Scout Conference Committee 3; Amend-
ment Committee Chairman 4; Class Day Invitations, Chairman 4; Council
Representative 4; Middle Class Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant 4; W. A. A.
1, 2, 3, 4; Girl Scout Club 3; Literary-Dramatic Club 3, 4.
DOROTHEA PRESTININZI
"Dot"
70 B Thomas Street, Belmont
'Lovely kind, and kindly loving.
\V. A. A. 3,4.
June 12
HELEN CLAIRE SACCO
"Shortie"
21 Dver Avenue, Everett October 9
' Great gifts and wisdom rare employed thee hence.
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 3; Volley Ball 3; Chapel Committee 2;
Decoration Committee Commercial Freshman Initiation 4; Senior Reception,
Patrons, Chairman 4; Council 4; Log Typist 1, 2; Middle Class Pageant 3;
Christmas Pageant 4; International Relations Club 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 3;
President 4; Club Representative at Wellesley Conference 3; Club Representa-
tive at Model League Assembly at Harvard 4; W. A. A. 2, 3, 4.
MILDRED DOROTHEA SIDMORE
"Dot"
14 Porter Street, Danvers August 13
"Lovely as all excellence,
Modest in her most of mirth."
Newcomb 1, 2, 4; Council Representative 4; Middle Class Pageant 3;
Christmas Pageant 4; International Relations Club 2; W. A. A. 3, 4; Com-
mercial Council 4.
21
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HELENA C. SZYDLOW'SKI
"Helene"
23 Ashlev Street, New Bedford August 4
"Thy will, rhy words—
Thy words the seal oj truth."
Newcomb 3; Council Representative 4, Middle Class Pageant 3; Christmas
Pageant 4; Tn Mu Club 1, 2, 3, 4, Secretary 4; Literary-Dramatic Club 4;
International Relations Club 3; W. A. A. 3, 4.
GENEME\^E G. TINKHAM
"Gen"
21 Fowler Street, Danvers September 12
"Of hje upright.
Whose guiltless heart is free
From all dishonest deeds.
Newcomb 1. 2, 3, 4; Entertainment Committee Commercial Freshman
Initiation 4, Literary-Dramatic Club 4; W. A. A. 3, 4.
MARGUERITE MARY WELCH
"Peg"
29 Porter Street, Beverly April 20
"Far may be sought
Frst that ye may Jiud
So courteous, so kind
As merry Margaret."
Field Ball 1, 2, 3, Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4, Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, Bowling 3;
N'ollev Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Chairman Refreshment Committee Freshman Tea 4;
Chairman Stunt Committee Commercial Freshman Reception 4, Nominating
Committee Senior Class Officers 4, Senior Christmas Pageant Committee 4;
Social Committee 1; Senior Reception Favors 4, Middle Class Pageant 3;
Christmas Pageant 4; Chairman Photography Committee 4, Literary-
Dramatic Club 3, 4,Ciirl Scout Club 3, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4, Executive Board 3.
MARION WHEELER
"Mannv"
33 Centennial Avenue, Revere July 16
"Rich m the treasure of deserved renown."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Volley Ball 3, Field Ball 3; Soccer 4, Basketball 3;
Baseball 3; Tennis Tournament 3; Bowling 3; All-Star Field Ball 1, 3; Stunt
Committee Freshman Initiation 4; Girl Scout Conference Committee 3;
IVeshnian Tea Committee 3; Middle Class Pageant 3, Christmas Pageant 4;
(iirl Scout Club 3; Literarv-Dramatic Club 4, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4.
22
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FLORENCE E. W HITE
42 Wesrglow Srrccr, Dorchester Febniarv 8
"So did she sing like the bannoiiious spheres that bring
Unto their rounds their music's aid."
Entertainment Committee Commercial Freshman Initiation 4; Middle
Class Pageant 3; Literarv Board Year Book 4; International Relations Club
2, 3; Tri Mu 2; Glee Club 4; Operetta 3, W. A. A. 3, 4; Christmas Pageant 4.
LESLIE K. FAULKNER
"Les"
27 Kernwood Avenue, Beverlv August 29
"So much one man can do, that does both act and know."
Class Representative 3; Chairman Nominating Committee Senior Class 4;
Senior Reception Decorations 4; Middle Class Pageant 2, 3; Christmas
Pageant 4; Advertising Manager Year Book 4; International Relations
Club 3, 4, Operetta 1, 2; M. A. A. 3, 4.
Commercials!
Best-natured ....
Best-dressed girls
Best actress and best stage manager
Best singers and best musician .
Best committeeivomen
Best teacher .
Best sports
Calmest
Wittiest
Public-spirited
Tallest and Shortest
Luckiest
Quietest girl
Quietest boy .
Most conscientious
Most generous
Most personality
Most argumentative boy
Most literary-minded .
E. Mavnard, H. Szydlowski
C. Gatelv, A. Pelletier, A. Dugan
E. Oliver, E. L. Gagnon
\\ hire, E. Hanson, L. Faulkner
M. Welch, F. List
Who's talking?
M. Wheeler, G. Tinkham
D. Sidmore
\'. Borvs
J. Fouhev
C. Dennen, H. Sacco
E. Murrav
M. Duncan
The other two
D. Prestininzi
H. Irving
E. Leavitt
G. Gordon
B. Edmondson
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Commercial CIngg JliiStorp
We sometimes derive as much pleasure from thinking and talking over our doings
in the past as we do from phmning for the future. Evervtliing we have done at S. T. C.
has brought us closer together, has given us a better understanding of each other and
has made our school life a thing never to be forgotten.
How amusing we must have appeared to the confident, men-of-the-world upper-
classmen—fortv-hve timid, bewildered, lonesome little Freshmen. But it didn't take
long before each one of us had forty-four good friends and one or two especially close
ones. Then we began burning the candle at both ends. From high school seniors who
had carried away the honor marks with little or no work, we had become Freshmen
again—Freshmen who found that it took all thev had to produce the minimum in
quality and quantity.
But the best work must be mixed with a little play. One day we were all quite
excited to find beautiful maple leaves with an invitation to a Freshman Reception
given bv the Commercial Seniors pinned on the back. Miss Flanders had a difHcult
time trving to keep our minds on geography that period! It might have been a kinder-
garten partv with the girls in short little dresses with sashes, socks and hair ribbons
and the bovs in short pants. It was a glorious party, the cider tasting like nectar and
the apples like ambrosia. Then our typewriting class picnic at Forest River with Miss
Badger. The winning team ate heartily of the lunch provided bv the losers, and after
the lunch Miss Badger verv thoughtfully produced some tonic as a surprise. Some of
the students found it hard to drink through a nipple. We had often heard of Miss
Flanders' hobby—collecting odd pieces, but had hardlv dreamed of seeing them.
Were we thrilled at her invitation to an afternoon party at her home in Swampscott!
A strawberr\- partv with strawberry ice cream, daintv cakes with strawberry frosting
and other tasty delicacies. W'e forgot lessons while plaving games and listening to
Miss Fhmdcrs' interesting stories, told in her own amusing way.
Our dramatic ability was displayed to the school through a "Parade of Profes-
sions" at a morning assembly. We hope everyone appreciated the results of many
hours of phmning, rehearsing and tr\ ing to Imd a rime for relicarsals when c\ cr\ one
was free.
All tliose trips to Boston, week-ends and camping parties are loo numerous to
talk about but not to be remembered. Our Harbor Trip on a cold, windy, clear day
was perhaps the most novel of our experiences. Those of us who braved the fish re-
frigeration plant will sLnx'lv never forger it nor forget ro keep a\ya\' irom ir. The only
thing that bothered us was the fact that we didn't have eyes on all sides of our heads to
see everything around us. After our long day on the boat, we thoroughly enjoyed a
h:i|ipy night in rhe big ciry, a place we nevei" lirctl of.
24
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Lonnnc GatcK .l^ our rcprcscntat i\ c look \ciy i^ooi.! care of our business in the
council during tiiis, our first, and perhaps most eventful year in college. Bea Edmond-
son was elected council representative for our sophomore year—the busiest year of our
four.
Our nu)nth's leave to work as clerks came at the end of a hectic period of geog-
raphy notebooks, typewriting projects, arithmetic notebooks and Gillespie outlines.
Most of us came back glad that we did not have to stand behind a counter for the rest
of our lives.
We ended the year with a luncheon party in the lunchroom with Miss Edwards
and Mr. Sproul as guests. Somebody overrated our appetites; we could have fed the
school with what was left after we had all eaten to capacity
Those wonderful spare periods of our Junior year! At last we had time for outside
activities. Many members of our class joined the Girl Scout Club and helped make its
convention at Cedar Hill a success. Our own E. Oliver was President. Many other
members belonged to the International Relations Club of which Helen Sacco was
Treasurer. Edna Leavitt w^as secretary of the council and had the honor of being sent
to New York to represent our school. Hv Gordon capably captained the men's basket-
ball team. Leslie Faulkner represented us in the council.
We shall never forget Mr. Phillips' beach party at Preston Beach. The swimming,
playing, delicious chow'der, sizzling frankfurters and spicy spaghetti all contributed
their part. And the ride home—with how many in your five-passenger car, Mr.
Phillips?
Many of us attended the Invitation Promenade to welcome our own Dr. Pitman
home from Europe. We also attended a few operas at the Boston Opera House, "Mad-
ame Butterfly" and "II Trovatore" among them. Then there was the enlightening
afternoon at Mr. Whitney's. After becoming acquainted with his trees, flowers, and
birds, we received lessons in the choosing of colors in our dress. We hope that other
classes may have the privilege of visiting his beautiful home.
So much to do and only one year in which to do it. First, we chose Alice Pelletier
for our council representative, and Edna Leavitt began her successful year as council
president. Corinne Gately and Evelyne Oliver were elected \^ice-president and Treas-
urer of the Senior class, respectively'. Corinne w^as also Associate Editor of the Log
and Ernestine Maynard the Business Manager.
The Freshmen were dulv initiated at a successful reception. Those of us who had
to stay and clean up often w'ondered just whose initiation it was.
One of our classmates, Bea Edmondson was elected president of the Literary-
Dramatic Club which she w^orked hard to establish. We can never repav Miss Edwards
for all the hours she spent with us getting this club on its feet. Hester Irving was presi-
dent of the Tri Mu Club and Helen Sacco of the International Relations Club.
Four vears is such a short time when one thinks back. We wish that we could be
together many years longer. Work is easy when one has the pleasant associations with
which we have been blessed. _ , , ,^
,
Eileen Murray, 34
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Commercial Class l^ill
Now about to withdraw from this long-favored territory, we, the Commercial
Seniors of 1934, realizing with fullest appreciation the great sorrow our departure
inflicts upon those whom we leave behind, do now bequeath numerous prized posses-
sions as slight consolation to our sorely-bereaved mourners.
Know all men by these presents that we, the Commercial Seniors, being of
sounded minds (sounded bv the faculty) and exhausted bodies, now make, publish,
and declare this to be our last will and testament.
First: individuallv and separate! v we do give, devise, and bequeath the following
properties, real and unreal. To wit:
Alice Dugan leaves her unfailing capacitv to enlighten any dull halt hour bv her
ability to pronounce the awe-inspiring name of Lake Chaugago
Marv Marie Duncan, Hester Irving, and Helen Syzdlowski, our three real Titians,
leave their fame to those would-be red heads so numerous among the underclassmen,
hoping these aspirants mav some day achieve less multi-shaded tresses by their mighty
efforts.
Faulkner, Fouhev, and Gordon, authors, bequeath to the rising generation of the
senior bookkeeping class their most important document on Corporations, the only
defect in said masterpiece being a few misplaced pages caused by an oversight on the
part of the publisher (the tirst of the aforesaid illustrious authors).
Louise Gagnon leaves her unequaled distinction of having ancestors who came
over with Lafayette.
Corinne Gatelv leaves her amazing dexterity in the art of graceful falling, whether
it he falling into White's Pond in autumn or tumbling noiselessly off the stage the
night of the L. D. C. Plays.
Esther Hanson, Edna Leavitt, and Florence List leave to any girls disturbed by the
inconsistencv of the male sex three old faithfuls, namely Henry, John, and Frank.
Ernie Mavnard leaves her ancient prerogative of calling Themistocles, that
renowned Athenian, leader at Thermopylae, by an intimate nickname.
Eileen Murrav and Helen Sacco bequeath to any budding De \'alera or Mussolini
their eloquence in defense of the credit of Ireland and Italy respectively. For further
details see Mr. Phillips, overwhelmingly defeated on the battlefield.
To anvone interested in versatility, Ev Oliver gives a dozen facial expressions,
guaranteed to cover everv situation from extolling a free fish from the boatmen at
Commonwealth Pier, or withdrawing from an exclusive cafe after a glance at the bill
of fare and a hasty comparison of prices and pocketbook.
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AIkc Pcllcticr .ukI Pci^ Wckh cxtc-iid to cxi.ur!>K)niscs a \alLiahlc fund ol knowl-
edge on Bosron-bound Fords and travel on the narrow gauge— a science not to be
sneezed at b\ the most experienced peregrinator.
Dot Prestmm/i leaves her abilits ro maintain an unrufTlcd calm in the midst of a
class ot clamoring, arguing seniors.
Dot Sidmore grants her ability to maiiuam a four-vear constant companionship
without interruption or eruption to an\ two commercial |uniors. Mav we suggest
Esther and Elmer look into this?
Gen Tinkiiam leaves a shining example of triumph over inexhaustible worries to
anvone sinking under the anxieties of college life.
To anv three worthies, \'ic Borvs, Kav Dennen, and Bea Edmondson bequeath
their indisputable right to appear, bedraggled and drijiping from the shower room,
\0 lo 20 minutes late tor geography class on the third lloor.
To all desiring knowledge of the intricacies of the Carioca or anv other dance
they ma\ wish to execute at the Senior Reception, we olTer the services of Marion
W heeler, our expert and ever-patient dancing instructor.
Florence W hite leaves her amazing know-ledge of the art of constructing and
administering true and false banking tests. References supplied by the seniors.
Second : Jointly and together w'e assign the following:
To Mr. Sproul we leave our sincere thanks for his patience and persistence in his
efforts to make 17 reluctant and sedentary seniors transportation-minded. Coordinator
Eastman may have our advice upon request. W'e also leave memories of our alacrity in
supplying figures—120,000,000 people in the U. S.
To Mr. Phillips we entrust all our secrets and also give him our permission to
drive serenely about the country-side in a car loaded with hot-dogs while 30 starving
picknickers anxiously await his return.
To the Commercial Juniors we assign our fortitude and courage to shoulder the
blame for the misdeeds of the junior high seniors, such as populating the telephone
booth with such notable gentlemen as Davies, Barnes, and others.
In testimony whereof we have set our hand to this our last will and testament
b\' making our X •
Beatrice H. Edmondson, '34
W'i messes:
James Gillespie
John Dewey
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Commercial Clagg ^ropfjecp
Earlv in rhe year 2000, Miss Corinne Gately, for many vears the brilliant editor
of The Lumber, was surprised to find in her morning mail a note from the editor of The
Log, newspaper of the State Teachers College at Salem. "The Log of January, 2001," it
read, "is to print a record of the alumni of the Commercial Class of 1934. Some vears
ago we decided that it would constitute an excellent incentive to the girls if the paper
were to publish in the January issue of each year the outstanding accomplishments of
the alumni of one class. This January, the newspaper will print the news of 1934 and
if vou could possibly furnish us with data concerning it, we should be greatlv obliged.
"
Miss Gatelv was distressed to find that the entire class save herself and one other
now lived within the high white walls which girdled Heaven. This other, Eileen
Murray, who had recently won great renown through her writings and her series of
lectures proving conclusively that Bacon wrote Shakespeare's plays offered to go with
Miss Gatelv as reporter. Scarcely had they reached Heaven's walls when they were
recognized and immediately admitted. Upon learning their mission, St. Peter offered
to conduct their tour personally. After signing the visitor's book under the direction
of Marion Wheeler, St. Peter's personal secretary, they were taken to the newlv-
erected radio station and were just in time to hear Florence White, the charming
prima donna, singing one of Leslie Faulkner's new operas.
Thev took their leave of Miss White and Mr. Faulkner and proceeded to the
newspaper office where, they had been told, they would find more of their old friends.
Thev first met Ernestine Maynard, editor of the Daily Chronicle of Heave>!. She called in
her business manager, Florence List, who easilv found time from her extensive finan-
cial activities to guide her former classmates through the building. They were greatly
amused to find one of the most vivacious members of the Class of '34, Alice Dugan,
conducting a column on "Advice to the Lovelorn." Unfortunately, they missed seeing
Marguerite Welch, staff" photographer, who was out getting pictures of Genevieve
Tinkham, who was just leaving to do missionary work in Tartarus.
Having finished their tour of the newspaper building, St. Peter now offered to
take the visitors to a basketball game to show them the recreational facilities of
Heaven. On the way thev were attracted by the appearance of a mob of people held
spellbound b\- the voice of a young woman orator. They stopped to listen and recog-
nized Helen Sacco as the fiery young speaker. She was giving an impassioned talk on
the necessity of establishing friendly relations with Hades. St. Peter told the reporters
that Miss Sacco had made great progress toward the founding of a League of Nations.
They then proceeded to the basketball game where they met Catherine Denncn,
coach of the All-Elvsium basketball team. They watched the game for a time and
were delighted to find that Evclvne Oliver, brilliant and out.standing ligurc, was in-
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strumcntal in ending the game successfully for her team. At this time, feeling the
pangs of hunger, the visitors looked about for a place in which to eat. At St. Peter's
recommendation thev entered the shop of Helene Szvdlovvski, where they were greeted
bv Marv Duncan, who informed them that Helene had established a chain of success-
ful stores in Heaven. Mary herself was an efficient young hostess with a talent for
making the customers feel at home. Mary told the reporters that Edna Leavitt was
also employed there as dietitian, and that she spent a great deal of time collecting and
trying new recii")es to delight the customers.
As it was too early to go to the theatre, the sightseers went to see Esther Hanson.
She was married, had two beautiful children, and was one of the most popular of the
\ oung matrons. Here they also met the celebrated inventor, Hester Irving, who in-
vents business to keep teachers in the office during recitation periods for which their
students are not adequately prepared. However, the inventor informed Miss Gately
and Miss Murray, that two clever teachers, Dorothea Prestininzi, teacher of book-
keeping, and Dorothea Sidmore, teacher of shorthand, had seen through the ruse.
It was now rime for the theatre, and the party started out. On the way they passed
an ultra-modern modiste shop owned by Alice Pelletier, who created her own designs
and had already made a great name for herself through her distinctive gowns.
The party finally reached the theatre and settled in their seats just as the curtain
went up. The opening number was a ballet led by Victoria Borys, premiere danseuse,
who had recently made a tour on earth which had met with great favor. She was
followed by Gerald Gordon, tap-dancer, who performed intricate steps with the ut-
most ease. There was an intermission while the scenerv was being prepared for the
play to be presented. During this interval, a familiar voice was heard offering candv
for sale. It was none other than John Fouhev.
The house lights darkened again and the curtain went up on an exquisite stage
setting designed by Louise Gagnon, who was the most sought after stage manager in
all Heaven. The star of the play was Beatrice Edmondson, famous for her character-
izations of Irish maids. Her popularity was evidenced bv the thunderous ovation the
audience gave to her. When the play drew to a close, the visitors hurried to take the
last elevator leaving for earth. They arrived home in time to send their copv to the
editor of The Log for the January edition.
Marion Wheeler, '34
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COMMERCIAL SENIORS
Thiril Row: \' . Borys, F. List, C. Dennen, M. Duncan, E. Hanson, D. Sidmore, E. Oliver, E. Leavitc
Second Row: H. Szydiowski, M. Welch, H, Irving, G. Gordon, L. Faulkner, L. Gagnon, D. Prestininzi, E.
Maynard
First Row: G. Tinkhani, F. White, M. Wheeler, E. Murray, J. Fouhcy, Mr. Sproul, Faculty Adviser; B. Ed-
niondson, H. Sacco, A. Dugan, A, Pelletier.
•'^ n n r\ c\ i-v
COMMERCIAL JUNIORS
Third Row: G. Szczepanska, M. Grimes, I. Griffin, E. Del Ciello, \'. Vaughan, E. Peabody, A. Leahy, E.
Ehler, E. Morrison, N. Greenberg
Second Row: E. Sullivan, L. Ward, C. Mooney, G. Russell, B. Doyle, R. Whitney, D. Littlehale, U. Whitniore,
L. Cornwell, M. Staples
First Row: E. Le Lacheur, I. Komarin, H. Skornik, S. Waldman, A. Partanen, Mr. Phillips, Faculty Adviser;
E. Rock, H. Stanwood, S. Tolchinskv, H. Brown, D. Colbv, G. Husson
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COMMERCIAL SOPHOMORES
ThirdRow: A. Orenstein, M. Cormier, H. Benjamin, C. Peterson, E. Mittell, A. Ernst, E. Wiley, G. Robinson,
A. Monagie, F. Gostanian
Second Row.- K. Eynon, L. Chiplovitz, S. Hume, M. Bohenko, E. Ryan, D. Covell, L. Rubin, E. Driscoil,
E.Johnson, M. Otto
First Row: B. Ferris, R. Izenstein, O. Williams, P. Porochniak, R. Amiro, F. Carr, C. Yagiian, Miss Roberts,
Faculty Adviser; P. Brown, A. De Pippo, M. Dolan, \. Casale
COMMERCIAL FRESHMEN
Fourth Row: D. Bowen, S. Gordon, H. Lewis, W. Dowd, j. Roderick,]. Twohig, L. McMenimen, L. Strom-
dahl, E. Tooliey, M. Spaulding, R. Clianskv
Third Row: M. Zniudsky, H, Wardzala, E. Shirt, H. Regish, I. Forsyth, A. Stirk, M. Sheedy, D. Fowler,
M. Walsh, P. Cobb, M. Mercadante, L. Gordon
Second Row: D. Soroka, D. Nelson, K. Lichman, M. Henry, R. Howard, Miss Badger, Faculty Adviser; R.
LeColst, M. Archibald, V. Sherry, C. Edelstein, M. Blessington, M. Barry
First Row: E. D'Ambrosio, D. Mizzi, R. Appel, J. Welch, A. Sternberg
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Coiniiificial Junior Dufctorp
BROWN, HELEN M
CHUDLEIGH, VERA L.
COLBY, D.\NIEL |
CONW AY, NL\RY M.
CORNWELL, LILLIAN E.
DEL CIELLO. ELDA F.
DEMSEY, NORTON E
LX)YLE, BARBARA M.
EHLER, ETHEL |. .
GAY, BLANCHE NL
GOLDBERG, MOLLY L.
GREENBERG, MARY
GRIFFIN, ISABELLE F.
GRIMES. MARY H.
HUSSON, GEORGE E.
KOMARIN, ISADORE
LEAHY, ALICE M.
LE LACHEUR, ELMER I
LHTLEHALE, DOROTHY A
NimNEY, CATHERINE W.
MORRISON, EDNA I. .
O LOL'GHLIN, AGNES .
PARTANEN, ALLI
PEA BODY, ESTHER H.
PHELAN, CATHERINE E.
ROCK, EARL F. G.
RUSSELL, GRACE E. .
RYAN, ELIZABETH A.
SKANDALIS, ARTHUR G.
SKORNIK, HELEN
STANWOOD, HELEN B.
STAPLES, MIRIAM .
SULLIVAN, EILEEN A.
SZCZEPANSKA, GERTRUDE
TOLCHINSKY, SARA
VAUGHAN, VIRGINIA L.
WALDMAN, SARA R. .
WARD, LILLIAN C.
WHITMORE, M. URSULA
WHITNEY, RUTH A. .
39 Turkey Shore Roiid, Ipswich
15 Fairmoiint Street, Salem
35 Pond Street, Lynn
68 Thirteenth Street, Lowell
Box 63, Millington
20 Wardwell Avenue, Lynn
32 Burroughs Street, Danvers
476 Westford Street, LoweJI
15 Traverse Street, Gloucester
30 East Bacon Street, Plainville
26 Elm Place, Swampscott
40 Central Street, Manchester
199 Marianna Street, Lynn
32 Murray Street, Lynn
690 Boston Street, Lynn
140 Main Street, Peabody
345 Charles Street, Boston
4 Trask Street, Danvers
31 Florence Road, Lowell
203 Moore Street, Lowell
112 Redington Street, Swampscott
38 Kinsman Street, Lowell
Lindbergh Street, Clinton
8 Curve Street, Lexington
4 East Water Street, North Andover
63 School Street, Melrose
Center Street, Ballardvale
. 28 Maple Avenue, Cambridge
32 Common Street, Lowell
7 Piedmont Street, Salem
199 Park Street, Easthampton
57 Essex Street, Beverly
44 Corbett Street, Lowell
232 Hurley Street, Cambridge
27 Harrington Avenue, Quincy
11 Kimball Road, Arlington
81 Blossom Street, Lynn
157 Dartmouth Street, Lowell
235 South Street, Fitchburg
20 Whittier Street, Beverly
Commercial ^opljomore Birectorp
AMIRO, RAYMOND
BENJAMIN, HELEN
BOHENKO, NL\RY
BROWN, NL\URICE
BROWN, PHILIP J. .
CARR, FRANCIS E.
.
CASALE, IRMA
CHIPLONTTZ, LILLIAN
CORMIER, M. MARJORIE
COVELL. DOROTHY
DE PIPPO, ANTHONY
DOLAN, MARY G. .
DOODY, AILENE
.
DRISCOLL, ELEANOR
ERNST, ALICE M.
EYNON, KATHERINE
.
4 Pleasant Street, Wakefield
Sunderland
Prescott Street, Forge N'illage
60 Intervale Street, Roxbury
13 Summit Street, Salem
Berkley Street, Taunton
97 Alley Street, Lynn
394 Rantoul Street, Beverly
51 New Park Street, Lynn
Billington Street, Plymouth
39 Willow Street, Lawrence
115 Sharon Street, West Medford
20 Margin Street, Peabody
42 Beach Street, Woburn
238 East Main Street, Gloucester
14 Fenton Avenue, Lvnn
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FERRIS, ELIZABETH 64 Arlington Street, Lawrence
GOSTANIAN, FLORENCE 21 Morris Street, Lvnn
HUME, SARA 10 Linden Road, Melrose
IZENSTEIN, RUTH V 67 Cass Street, Springfield
JOHNSON, EVA A • Box 6R, West Chelmsford
'MITTELL, ESTHER R 6 Washington Street, Canton
MONAGLE, ANNA 45 Monument Street, Charlestown
ORENSTEIN, ADACIE 30 Bvron Avenue, Lawrence
OTTO, MYRTLE A 56 East Main Street, Middleboro
PETERSON, CAROLYN 5 Broadway, Rockport
POROCHNIAK, PAUL 159 Derby Street, Salem
ROBINSON, GERTRUDE 571 Chelmsford Street, Lowell
RUBIN, LILLIAN H 73 Sunset Avenue, Lawrence
RYAN, ELEANOR 15 Hartz Street, Gloucester
WILEY, EVERDENE 17A Sonoma Street, Roxbury
WILLIAMS, F. OLGA 3 Grafton Street, Lawrence
YAGJIAN, E. CHRISTINE 5 Kent Street, Newburyport
Commercial Jfre6!)man Birectorp
APPEL, R. RUBIN . 66 Barton Street, Boston
ARCHIBALD, MARGARET M Riverneck Road, East Chelmsford
BARRY, MARGARET M 82 Linden Street, Whitman
BICKFORD, MARIORIE 80 Stoughton Street, Dorchester
BLESSINGTON, MARY A 28 Prentiss Street, Cambridge
BOWEN, DOROTHY M 20 Hazel Street, Uxbridge
CHANSKY, ROSALIND 23 Bertram Street, Beverly
COBB, PRISCILLA E 16 Berry Street, Danvers
D'AMBROSIO, EMANUEL 16 Bancroft Avenue, Wakefield
DOWD, WINIFRED 36 Barr Street, Salem
EDELSTEIN, CHARLOTTE 72 Central Street, Peabody
FORD, MAR|ORIE 12 Charles Street, Salem
FORSYTH, ISABELLE S 19 Hancock Street, Somerville
FOWLER, DORIS G Pollard Street, North Billerica
CiORDON, LILLIAN 25 Hilltop Avenue, Lawrence
GORDON, SALLY 28 Blossom Street, Lynn
HENRY, MARY E. V 8 Mt. Vernon Street, Peabody
HOWARD, RITA E 75 Esther Street, Worcester
LE COLST, ROSAMOND D Liberty Street, Middleton
LEWIS, HELEN 547 Boston Street, Lvnn
LICHMAN, KATHERINE A 137 Lowell Street, Peabody
MlMENIMEN. LEO 1 90 Gates Street, Lowell
MERCADANTE, MARY Lowell Street, Lexington
MIZZI, DOMENICO 97 )ackson Street, Salem
Ni^LSON, DORIS A 158 Granite Street, Rockport
RECilSH, HELEN S. 15 Knijifer A\enue Extension, Eastliampton
RODERICK, |OHN D 367 Boulevard, Revere
SHEEDY, MARGARET P 48 Bowden Street, Lowell
SHERRY, N'lRGINlA M 10 Hyde Street, Danvers
SHIRT, ESTHER 1 177 High Street, Dalton
SOROKA, DOROTHY D 22 Bovntoii Street, Lvnn
SPAULDINC;, MARION V 115 Pine Street, Danvers
ST1;RNBLR(;, ALBERT n.owe Street, Peabody
STIRK, ARLINl- M Box 197, North Chelmsford
SI ROMDAHL, LAURA C 65 Bay View Avenue, East Lynn
TOOH|{Y, ELEANOR E 279 South Broadway, Lawrence
'I WOHIG, lAMES E 56 1-2 Prospect Street, Lvnn
WALSH, MARY ELLEN Asbury Street, South Haniilion
WARDZALA, Hl'LEN V 35 Main Avenue, Easthanipton
VV1:LCH, |0HN S 29 Porter Street, Beverly
ZMUDSKY, MARY E HS LinwooJ Avenue, Whii insvilie
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^Innrntaip Armors
FRANCES H. ALLEN
"Fran"
96 l^.irrlcrt Street, Somcrville
"Do not conceal thy radiant eyes.
The starlight of serenest skies.
Nevvconib 3; A. A. 3; Christmas Pageant 3.
AvrU 11
RUTH L. ANDELMAN
"Ruthie"
108 TrDwbndge Street, Cambridge ]u]v 6
"Who made thee strive in honor to he best
In constant truth to hide so firm and sure.
Newcomb 1,2,3; Art Club 2; Literary-Dramatic Club 3; Cap and Gown
Committee 3, Chairman; Class Day Printing Committee 3, Chairman;
Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3-
HELENA ANDERSON
18 Garland Street, Chelsea March 20
"Truly fair and fairly true.
Where are all these hut in youV
Newcomb 1,2,3; Basketball 1; Bowling 1; Archerv 1; Baseball 1 ; Volley
Ball 1; Soccer 3; Art Club Treasurer 2; W. A. A. Executive Board 3; W. A. A.
1, 2, 3; Chairman Decorations Committee W. A. A. Formal 3; Decorations
Committee Reception Dr. Pitman 2; Senior Reception Decorations Com-
mittee 3; Middle Class Council 2; Middle Class Pageant 2; Assistant Art
Editor Year Book 3-
ELEANOR M. BATES
"Ellie"
54 Burnside Avenue, Somerville November 28
"/4 face that s best
By its own beauty dressed.
Newxomb 2, 3; Volley Ball 2; W. A. A. 2, 3; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; Operetta
1, 2; Photography Committee Year Book 3; Senior Reception Favors Com-
mittee 3; Daisy Chain, Junior Usher 2; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas
Pageant 3-
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MARGARET L. BERKELEY
'Peg" "Bushv" "Speed"
32 Bird Street, Cambridge December 25
'
' To be i/ieiry best becomes you; for out of question yo// were born in a
merry hour'.
Basketball 1, 2, 3, Vollev Ball 1. 2, 3; Field Ball 2; Newcomb 1, 2, 3;
Bowling 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2, 3; Soccer 3; Tennis 2; Hiking 3; John Bur-
roughs Club 1, 2, 3, Executive Board 3, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Chairman Initiation
Committee 3; Usher Pops Concert 2; Chapel Program Committee 2, Usher
Freshman Reception 3, Reception Committee W. A. A. Formal 3; Cap and
Gown Committee 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
FLORA BOYAJIAN
"Flo"
471 Main Street, Meh-ose Januar\- 11
"When all is do)ic and said, ni the end tJ)us shall you find.
She most of all doth bathe in bliss that hath a quiet mind.
"
Newcomb 3; Volley Ball 2; Field Ball 1, Art Cluh 3, W. A, A. 2, 3, Middle
Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
GWENDOLYN BOYD
"Gwen"
109 Eutaw Avenue, Lvnn April 10
"Her beauty twinkleth like a star
Within the frosty night.
Archerv 1; Newcomb 1, 3; Volley Ball 1; Basketball 1, Vice-President
Art Club 2; W. A. A. Decoration Committee Formal 3, Assembly Program
Committee 1; Decoration Committee Reception Dr. Pitman 2; Class Day
Printing Committee 3, Middle Class Pageant 2.
JEAN MARGARET BUTTERS
75 Greenwood Avenue, Greenwood Februar\ 5
"My gentler rest is on a th:night.
Conscious of ilomg tvhat I ought!"
Newcomb 3; Mathematics Club 2, 3; W. A. A. 2, 3; Nominating Commit-
tee Council Odicers 2; Decorating Committee W. A. A. Formal 3; Freshman
Initiation Committee 1; Senior Reception Committee 3; Daisy Chain 2;
Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3-
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MILDRED L. CANN
••Millie"
47 Lawrence Street, Dan vers
Fair quiet, have I found thee here.
And innocence thy sister dear!"
June 25
Bowling 1, 2; Field Ball 1; Newcomb 1, 2; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Girl Scout
Club 1,2,3; Class Day Pageant 2.
LILLIAN IJ.Sil: CHC)RLL\N
••Bobby"
34 Tapslev Avenue, Revere September 1
"She came with smiling eyes
Laughing into the world.
Newcomb 2; Tennis 2; Paddle Tennis 1 ; Glee Club 1,2,3; Operetta 1, 2;
Tri Mu Club 1; Senior Reception Decorations Committee 3; Lot^ Staff 2,
Alumni Editor 3; Class Day Pageant 2.
RUTH G. CLEVERLY
"Rufus" "Rutsie"
27 Marvland Street, Dorchester June 24
"So joyously.
So maidenly.
So womanly
Her demeaning
In every thing."
Field Ball 2; Soccer 3; Basketball 2, 3; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2,
3; Bowling 1, 2, 3; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Ping-Pong 3; Glee Club 1,2, 3; Operetta
1, 2, 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Decoration Committees W. A. A. Formal 3, Pops
Concert 3; Commencement Music Committee 3; Middle Class Pageant 2;
Christmas Pageant 3; Managing Editor Year Book 3.
HELEN CONDON
"Connie"
716 Boston Street, Lvnn August 23
"A sweet attractive kind of grace."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Volley Ball 1 , 2; Bowling 1, 2; Camera Club 3; W. A. A.
2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
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MARGUERITE E. CONNER
"Peggy"
85 Notringhill Road, Brighton July 4
"Merry Margaret,
As midsiinijner flower."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; Bowling 1, 2; Camera Club 1, 2, 3;
Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
CAROLAN COONEY
•Cal"
43 Hoken Srreer, Peabody October 7
"Pastline with good company
I love, a>icl shall until I die."
Newcomb 2, 3; Bowling 1, 2; Vollev Ball 1, 2; Camera Club 3, Middle
Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
ALICE L. DAMS
•Lu"
25 Melvin Street, Somerville March 28
"Enough, and leave the rest to fame,
'Tis to commend l>er but to name."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, Bowling I, 2; N'ollev Ball 1; Council Representative
1,2, 3,(TleeClub2, 3; Operetta 2; W. A. A. 1,2, 3; Handbook Committee 1;
Assembly Committee 3; Class Day Invitations Committee 3; Decoration
Committees Pops 3, Elementary Initiation 1; Middle Class Pageant 2;
Christmas Pageant 3.
ELETTA Di BATTISTA
"Dibbie"
59 Pomona Street, Revere jaiuiar\ 22
"0/ life most clear, of deed and word full just."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2, Basketball 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1 ; Glee
Club 2, 3, Operetta 2; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Ring Committee Secretary 3;
Middle Class Pageant 2.
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www R nil. I.ON
Nlcn v
••
37 Arg\ Ic SrrctT, I-A crcrr August 5
"A ineiry twinkle of the eye,
A suuuy smile as she passes by."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Soccer 2, 3; Basketball 2, 3; V'ollev Ball 1, 2, 3; Field
Ball 1; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, Treasurer 3; Operetta 1, 2; VV. A. A.
1, 2, 3; Chap>el Committee 2>; Senior Reception Refreshment Committee 3;
Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3-
DORIS M. DONNINE
13 Morgan Street, Somcrvillc December 26
"Modest looks, u/se, wild, discreet."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, Glee Club 2; Operetta 2; Camera Club 3; W. A. A. 1, 2,
3; Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
ALICE M. DURGIN
5 Larchmonr Street, Danvers April 17
"Ask me no more whither doth stray
The golden atoms of the day:
For in pure love heaven did prepare
Those potvders to enrichyour hair.
Basketball 2, W. A. A. 2, 3; Class Day Pageant 2.
ALICE K. FITZPATRICK
"Fitzie"
54 Trull Street, Somerville April 29
^
"My tongue shall speak, my pen shall write.
In praise of thee to tell.
Bowling 1; Field Ball 1; Mathematics Club 2; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Decoration
Committee Elementary Freshman Initiation 1; Class Day Pageant 2; Christ-
mas Pageant 3.
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OLRT A. FLINT
•Ollie"
Elm Street, North Reading December 6
"Applause attends her hands; her deeds have grace."
Basketball 1, 2, N'ollev Bail 1. 2; Field Ball 1, 2, 3, Bowling 1, 2; New-
comb 1, 2, Baseball 1, 2', Tennis 2; Soccer 2, Art Club 2, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3;
Alumni Committee 3, Alumni Banquet 3; Decoration Committee Freshman
Initiation 1, 2; Middle Class Pageant 2; Art Work Year Book 2.
C. ELIZABETH GAULD
"Bettv"
38 Concord Street, West Gloucester April 2
"Kisi)ig virtue which appears
hi your sweet face and uiild modest eyne."
Newcomb 2; Basketball 2; Volley Ball 2; Bowling 2; W. A. A. 2, 3;
Camera Club 3; Class Day Pageant 2.
ROWENA MILDRED GAUNT
18 Francis Avenue, Holvoke February 26
"Steadfast of thought.
Well made, well wrought."
Field Ball 1, 2; Soccer 3, Bowling 1, 2, 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb
1
,
2, 3; Glee Club 1, 2; Operetta 1, 2; Girl Scout Club 3; Tri Mu Club 1 , 2, 3;
W. A. A. 1,2, 3; Patron Committee Senior Reception 3, Council 2, 3; Editor-
in-Chief Log 3; Log Staff 1, 2, Middle Class Pageant 2.
JUNE D. GIBBONS
IS Baxter Street, Melrose June 2
"The fruitful groiDid, the quiet mind."
Bowling 1 ; Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Volley Ball 1 , 2, Field Ball 1 , Tenniquoit 1
;
Soccer 1 ; \V. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Class Day Pageant 2.
40-
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ELEANOK LILLIAN OILMAN
94 roiinh Srrccr, Chelsea August 11
"Whose courteous tiilk to virtue did i)iflii»ie
Each noble heart.
Newcoinb 1, 2, 3; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1; Bowling I, 2; Soccer 3;
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Glee Club 2; Literary-Dramatic Club 3; Middle Class
Pageant 2.
LILLIAN GLUGETH
••Lii" •Lily"
113 S\ ivia Street, Arlington November 15
"Her virtues do so shine
As day unto mine eyne.
Field Ball 1, 2; Ncwcomb 1, 2, 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2, 3;
Baseball 1, 2; Bowling 1, 2; Soccer 1, 2, 3;'Tennis 1, 2, 3; Glee Club 1, 2;
Operetta 1, 2; Literary-Dramatic Club 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Tri Mu 1; Re-
freshment Committee Pops Concert 1; Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas
Pageant 3-
RUTH A. GOLDTHW AITE
••Goldy"
39 Stuart Street, Everett July 26
"
'Most fair and lovely maid.
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Soccer
3; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, Librarian 2, President 3; Operetta 1, 2; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3;
Chairman Decoration Committee Senior Reception 3; Class Day Pageant; 2
Christmas Pageant 1, 2, 3.
CHRISTINE E. GOUZOULES
'
'Chris"
30 Pine Grove Avenue, Lvnn May 29
"Her hair a lovely hroivn, her forehead high.
And lovely fair.
Basketball 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2; Archery 1; Glee Club 2, 3; Operetta 2;
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Graduation Music Committee 3; Class Day Pageant 2.
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FRANCES C. HOLMES
"Fran"
286 Chestnut Street, Lynn December 18
"The readiness of doing doth e.xpresst
No other but the doer' s wilhiignesse."
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2, Field Ball 1, 2; Soccer 3; Newcomb 2, 3;
X'olley Ball 2; Archery 1; Paddle Tennis 1; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Middle Class
Pageant 2.
DOROTHY A. HOOKER
"Dot" "Dotty"
51 Favette Street, Cambridge December 16
"Do not conceiil tijy heavenly voice."
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2, Captain 3, Baseball 1, 2, 3, Field Ball
1, 2; Soccer 3; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; Bowling 1, 2, 3; Archery 1,
3; Class Representative 1, 2, 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3;John Burroughs Club, Vice-
President 2, Treasurer 3; Chairman: Senior Reception Committee 3; Council
Dance 2; Entertainment Commercial Initiation 2; Refreshment Committee
Elementary Initiation 3; Farmington Basketball Game Banquet 3; New York
Savings Plan 3; Social Committee 2, Handbook Committee 2; W. A. A.
Formal Dance Committee 3; Freshman Reception Committee 2, 3; Assembly
Committee 3; Delegate New York Conference 2; Log Staff 1, 2, 3, Humor
Editor 2, Associate Editor 3, Middle Class Pageant 2; Chairman Christmas
Pageant.
MARY ELIZABETH JOHNSON
"John nv"
108 Maplewood Avenue, Gloucester March 16
"Hnick wit, a body well inclined.
Wise innocence, friend of one' s heart."
Basketball 2, N'ollev Ball 2, Bowling 2, Newcomb 2, 3, Camera Club 2, 3;
W. A. A. 2. 3, Class Day Pageant 2.
E. MARION KADIS
47 Hincklc\- Street, Somcrville Jaiuiarx 25
"All goodly sport for niy comfort."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2, 3, Captain; Field Ball 1, 2; Bowling
1, 2, 3; Basketball 1, 2, 3, Captain; Soccer 3; Archery 1, 3; Baseball 1, 2, 3,
Captain; Tennis 1; Girl Scout Club 2, 3; Refreshment Committee W. A, A.
Formal 3; Refreshment Committee Pops Concert 3; Entertainment Commit-
tee Girl Scout Conference 2; i'rogram Committee Class Dav 3, Class Day
Pageant 2; W. A. A. 1,2,3.
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E. LORRAINE KI ITH
SO Bclliiigluim Avenue, Revere August 3
"And a nature passing sweet."
Newcomb 2; John Burroughs Club 1, 2, Executive Board 1, 2; Literary-
Dramatic Club 3, W A A. 2, 3; Banquet Committee 3; Middle Class Pag-
eant 2.
REGINA BARBARA KEY
"Babs"
155 Faverwcarhcr Street, Camhrids^c December 15
"How good she is, hoiv just.
Andfit for highest trust.
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Christmas Pageant 3; Class Day Pageant 2.
LOUISE E. LAITINEN
"Lightning"
Farnham Avenue, Peabod\- September 1
"Sweet lip, sweet eye, sweet blushing cheek."
Basketball 1,2; Newcomb 1, 3, Middle Class Pageant 2; W. A. A. 2, 3.
RUTH LEAMTT
"Ruthie"
13 George Street, Lynn January 2
"And the high soul climbs the highways."
Newcomb 2, 3; Freshman Initiation Committee 2, 3; Narrator, Christmas
Pageant 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
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ROSE I. LICCIARDELLO
60 Haverhill Street, Lawrence
"Wisely knid, and kindly wise.'
Glee Club 2, 3; \V. A. A. 2, 3, Middle Class Pageant 2.
1934
April 24
GILDA EMILY MAFFEI
•Gil"
188 Park Avenue, Revere
"Wit to persuade, and beauty to delight.'
Newconib 3; Literarv-Draniatic Cluh 3, ^^' A. A. 3.
May 20
ANNA R. i\L\LONEY
31 W ave Avenue, W aketield
"Laughing eyes, a merry smile.
And a merry, merry heart."
July 21
Bowling 1, 2; Newconib 2, 3; Soccer 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1;
Mathematics Club 2, 3, President 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Initiation Program
Committee 2; Freshman Reception Committee 3; Chairman Class Gift
Committee 3; Student Council 3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pag-
eant 3.
CHARLOTTE R. MARSHALL
"(harlie"
Maple Street, West Newbury October 17
" All golden thoughts, all wealth of days.
Truth, friendship, love, surround her."
Newcomb 2, 3; Bowling 1; Ping-Pong 3; Middle Class Chairman 2; Secre-
tary Senior Class 3; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; Tri Mu 1 , 2; W. A. A. 2, 3; Ooeretta 1
;
Assembly Program Committee 2; Alumni Banquet Chairman 3; Middle Class
Council Representative 2; Christmas Pageant 2, 3.
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FLORENCE McEACHERX
'Ketch"
19 Prospect Street, Rockport June 9
"Sht can neither lour nor leer.
But a sweeter smiling cheer."
Basketball 1, 2; Newcorah 1, 2, 3; Bowling 1; \V. A. A. 2, }; Middle Class
Pageant 2; Christmas Pageapt 3.
BERNICE M. McKEXNA
"Bernie"
IS Temple Street, Boston February 16
"Then farewell care, ami farewell woe,
I will no longer pine.
Tennis 1, 2; Xewcomb 1, 2, 3; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Vowlin^ 2, 3; Baseball
2, 3; Head of Baseball 3; Volley Ball 1. 2; Archery 1, 2; W"! A. A. 1, 2, 3;
Chairman Victory Tea 3; Senior Reception Refreshments Committee 3;
Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3-
DOROTHY ANNE McKIXXOX
"Dot"
15 Chester Street, Maiden October 20
"She had never painted face.
But a sweeter smiling grace."
Basketball 2; Newcomb 1 ; Soccer 2; Volley Ball 1 ; Archery 1 ; Field Ball 2;
Bowling 2; Art Club 3; ^V. A. A. 2, 3; School Song Committee 3, Class Gift
Committee 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
ELEANOR JOAN McNULTY
•Mac'"
3858 Washington Street, Roslindale December 3
"/ with wonder heard thee sing.
At our last year's reveling.
Basketball 2. 3; Newcomb 1, 2. 3; Volley Ball 1; Glee Club 1. 2; Girl
Scout Club 3; W. A. A. 2, 3; Elementary Initiation Committee 3; Writer and
Leader Senior Class Prize Song 3; Usher Pops Concert 3; Chapel Program
Committee 2; Usher Freshman Reception 3; Christmas Pageant 3; Middle
Class Pageant 2.
\
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MRGINIA MIKAELIAN
161 Poplar Street, Chelsea
a true place of wit all things must be.
Yet all things there agree."
W. A. A. 3; Christmas Pageant 3.
Julv 1
MARY A. MILLAY
North New Portland. Maine August 9
"Beneath the quiet calm of placid mien
Lay depths of comradeship and laughter unexpressed.
Newcomb 2, 3; W. A. A. 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
CLARA ELLEN MORSON
Porter Street, W'enham September 20
"Thy music grave, bedecked well
With sundry points of skill,
Beicrays thy knowledge excellent.
Engrafted in thy ivill."
Soccer 1,2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Basketball 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2, 3, Baseball
1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1, 2, 3; Bowling 1, 2, 3; Hiking 2; Tennis 2; Glee Club
1, 2, 3; Operetta 2; \V. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant
3, Orchestra 1, 2, 3, Pianist 1, 2, 3.
RUTH E. MOSES
"Mose"
61 Gould Avenue, Maiden januarv ^
"Wisely she knows the harmony of things."
Newcomb 2; Basketball 2, 3; Baseball 2. 3; Tennis 2; Soccer 2; Volley
Ball 2; Bowling 2; Field Ball 2, Art Club 3; W. A. A, 2, 3; Class Day Invita-
tion Committee 3, Middle Class Pageant 2; Art Ykar Book 3-
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ANNA C. MURPHY
••Murph"
605 W'esrein Avenue, L\ nn
" Kich ill the riches of ii royal heart."
MarJi 1
Newcomb 2; Basketball 2, 3; Baseball 2; Soccer 2; Vollev Ball 1; Field
Ball 2; Tennis 2; Girl Scout Club 2, 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Middle Class Pag-
eant 2.
lUTH BOYNTON OKERSON
"Boop" "Okie"
50 Broadwiu
,
Rockport December 20
" Ha>!^ sorrow! Care will kill a cat.
And therefore let's he merry!"
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Basketball 2, 3; Bowling 2; Camera Club 3; W. A. A.
2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
HELEN PATRICIA OLSEN
"Parsy"
46 Draper Street, Dorchester August 28
'
'Well does the Aiay that lies
Smiling in thy cheeks, confess
The April in thine eyes;
Mtitnal sweetness they express."
Dramatic Club 3; Senior Reception Decoration Committee 3; W. A. A. 3.
ELIZABETH P. OSBORNE
"Betty"
271 Lowell Street, Peahodv August 31
"Accomplishments were native to her innid.
Like precious pearls within a clasping shell.
And winning grace her every act refined.
Like sunshine shedding beauty where it fell."
Basketball 2; Newcomb 1, 2; Bowling 1, 2; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Hiking 3; Glee
Club 2; Operetta 2; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Harvard Lecture Course 2, 3; Daisy
C'lain and Junior Usher 2; Log Club Reporter 3; Christmas Pageant 3; Class
Day Pag:ant 2; Editor-in-Chief Year Book 3
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MARY JULIA PIEROTTI
"Merry"
12 Avon Street, Everett
"Reason masters every sense,
And her virtues grace her birth.
Fehruar\- 9
Basketball 1, 2; Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Vollev Ball 1, 2; Soccer 1, 2; Baseball
1, 2, Bowling 1, 2, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1; Glee Club 2, 3; Operetta 2;
Daisy Chain 2; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
LOIS A. RAND
"Lo"
170 Maple Street, Danvers
"A goodly maid both calm and steady.
Her willing hands are every ready."
Julv 10
Basketball 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2. 3, Volley Ball 2; Bowling 1; W. A. A. 2, 3;
Alumni Banquet Committee 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
CHRISTINE WINTER RICHARDSON
"Chris"
92 W ashint^ton Street, Gloucester Fehruarv 4
"But a i/terner g/rl ,
"
Within the limits of becoming mirth
I never spent an hour' s talk withal.
Basketball 2, Vollev Ball 1, 2, Newcomb 1, 2, 3, Archerv 1, Bowling 1, 2
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Tennis 2; Camera Club 2, 3; Harvard Lecture Course 2, 3
General Welfare Committee 3, Senior Reception Program Committee 3
Freshman Initiation Stunt Committee 3; Vice-President Council 2, Treasurer
3, Marshal Dais\ Chain 2; Middle Class Pageant 2.
GLADYS ROSENBAUM
"Glad" "Glady"
130 lklliiiL;li.iin A\cnuc, Ik-achmonr, Rc\crc December 4
"A heart where dread was never so impressed.
To hide the thought that might the truth advance.
Field Ball 2, 3, Soccer 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, X'olley Ball 1, 2, 3, basketball
1, 2, 3, Baseball 2, 3; Tennis Tournament 1, 2, 3; Archerv 2, 3, Hiking 1, 2, 3;
Bowling 1, 2, 3; Ping-Pong 3; Darts 3; Glee Club 1,'2, 3, Operetta 1, 2;
W. A. A. 1
,
2, 3; W. A. A. Formal Dance Committer 3; Pops Concert Com-
mittee 1 ; General Chairman Pops Concert Committee 2; Chairman Table
Committee Pops Concert 3; Banquet Committee 3; Chapel Program Com-
mittee 1, 2; Freshman Initiation Committee 3; Lot:, News Board 3; Middle
Class Pageant 2; Chairman Costume Committee Christmas Pageant 3,
Associate Arc Editor Year Book 3-
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FRANCES .\1:)1:L1.A ROSS
"Fran"
50 Washingron Street, Ipswich
"/// lis uuiny virtues di^bt
As e'er embraced a heart."
\\. A. A 1, 2, 3; Girl Scout Cluh 1; Art Club 2.
Nt)vembcr 8
BELLA RUDENSTEIN
"Belle"
182 Br\ am Street, Maiden AjmiI 17
"Reason and /, you must conceive., are twain."
Giee Club 2, \V. A. A. 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3.
HELEN RUSSELL
156 Conwav Street, Greenfield Julv 14
"Her steps glad we receive, glad we receive her eyes."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, Basketball 1, 3; Baseball 2; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; New-
comb Manager 2, Captain 3; Glee Club 1; W. A. A. 2, 3; Picture Committee
3; Senior Reception Decoration Committee 3; Christmas Pageant 3; Class
Day Pageant 2.
M. ELEANOR RUSSELL
"El"
34 Endicott Avenue, Revere September 28
"The eq^tial friend—no grudge, no strife.
Soccer 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1,2; Baseball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, Basketball
1, 2, 3; All-Star 2; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; Archery 1, 2, 3; Bowling 1, 2; Tennis
1, 2, 3; Assistant Manager Sports 3; Head of Archery 3; Ping-Pong 3; Horse-
shoes, Darts, Paddle Tennis 3; Social Dancing 3; Pops Concert Refreshment
Committee 3; Initiation Refreshment Committee 3; General Chairman
Dramatic Club Plays 3; John Burroughs Club 1, 2; Literary-Dramatic Club
3, Class Day Pageant 2.
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KATHLEEN SCANLAN
7 \'irginia Street, Somerville January 3
'She shows it in her face
As queen of every grace."
John Burroughs Club Treasurer 1, 2; W. A. A. 2, 3; Senior Reception
Favor Committee 3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3-
MARY A. SHAUGHNESSY
21 Chester Street, Maiden March 3
"The blushing cheek speaks tnodest mind.
The hps, befitting words most kind."
Neucomb 1, 2, 3; Basketball 1, 2;Senior Class President 3;John Burroughs
Club 1, 2, 3, President 2; General Chairman Class Day 3; Ring Committee 3;
Picture Committee 3; Council 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas
Pageant 3.
EUNICE C. SHEA
41 Pearson Street, Saugus March 17
"A pleasant smiling cheek, a speaking eye."
Basketball 2, 3; Soccer 3; Newcomb 3; Bowling 1; Tennis 2; Hiking 3;
Horseshoes 3, Archery 3; Ping-Pong 3; Camera Club 3; W. A. A. 2, 3;
Initiation Committee 3; Pop Concert Committee 3, Chapel Program Com-
mittee 1, 2; Usher Freshman Reception 3; Christmas Pageant 3; Middle
Class Pageant 2; Associate Editor Year Book 3.
LAURA M, SNOW
346 Lincoln Avenue, Saugus September 7
"Thrice happy is he that can attain her love."
Newcomb 3; W. A. A. 2, 3; Class Day Pageant 2; Assistant Art Editor
Year Book 3-
50
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GERTRUDE ANN SOLAR
"Gcrric"
45 Henry Avenue, L\ nn March 10
"Simple love of greatness ninl of good.
That knits brave mind."
Ncwcomb 2; Vollcv Ball 2; Baskethall 2; Field Bali 2; Soccer 2, Literarv-
Dramatic Club 3; Glee Club 2; W. A. A. 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2;
Christmas Pageant 3.
RUTH LAMNIA SOUTHWTCK
"Rurhie'"
1 Roosevelt Road, S.ilem October 22
"She possessed an imp or two
What she'd do next —no one knew.
Bowling 1, 2, Tri Mu Club 1, 2, 3; Girl Scout Club 2; Camera Club 3;
W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
BARBARA L. STANLEY
••BarlV
29 CeJar Street, XhirblelieaJ September 9
"You little stars that live in skies
Joy to be likened to those eyes.
Which eyes make all eyes glad or sorry.
Newcomb 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2; Vollev Ball 1, 2; Bowling 1, 2, Tennis 2;
Camera Club 2, 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
\L\RLA.N C. WEBB
"W'cbbie"
48 Bow Street, Beverh June 10
"Her mind pure, and her tongue untaught to glo^e.
Yet proud was she."
Bowling 1, 2; Vollev Ball 1, 2; Baseball 2; Soccer 1, 2, 3; Head of Vollev
Ball 3; Field Ball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3; W. A. A. Board 3, Girl Scout
Club 2, 3, \V. A. A. 1, 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
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HELEN WELLINGTON
18 Gushing Street, Medford October 15
"Her looks declare her lovnig u/nid.
Her count' nance and her heart agreed
Glee Club 1, 2, Operetta 2, W. A. A. 2, 3, Christmns Pagviant 3, Class Day
Pageant 2.
MARION WELLS
89 School Street, Saugus January 8
" l\ sense h.ith not yet taught you , lcar)i of we
A con/el y moderation and discreet."
Neweomh 2, 3, Camera Club 3, W. A. A. 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
RITA PATRIGIA WHITE
"Reet" "Reepee"
534 Revere Street, Revere March 16
"Wise, and kind, and fan\ and true.
Lovely live all these in you."
Ncwcomb 1, 2, 3, Referee 2, 3; Volley Ball 2, 3, Bowling 1, 2, 3; Archery
1, 3, Hikuig 1, 2, 3, Basketball Referee 3; Head of Snorts 2; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3,
President 3, Chairman Class Day Program Committee 3, Chairman Country
Fair 2, Chairman W. A. A. Formal 3; Freshman Reception Committee 2;
Chairman W. A. A. Banquet Committee 3, Club Representative 3; Delegate
W. A. A. Conference at Framingham 2, Delegate W. A. A. Conference at
North Adams 3; Chairman Costumes Senior Class Pageant 2.
RUTH MARCUS
45 Eliot Road, Revere Deccmher 25
A keen wit
,
Iook
,
'(/ an answer always ready.
Soccer 3; Newcomb 1,2,3; Basketball 1, 2, 3, Coach and Referee 3, Bowl-
ing 1,2,3, Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 2, 3; Ping-Pong 3; Darts 3, lennis
1, 2, 3; Archery 3'; Hiking 1, 2, 3; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, Secretary 3, Operetta I
,
2; W. A. A, r, 2, 3; Invitation Committee W. A. A. Formal 3; Freshman
Initiation Committee 3; Ring Committee 3; Work Committee Pops Concert
3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3; Associate Editor Year
Book 3.
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€\mt\\taxv Senior Class; Cfjroniflr
How we actually did it is one ot those absolutclv unfathomable mysteries all
snarled up with outer space, surprising jolts to our ego, and certain indelible lines
inscribed on ouv lives. "Did what?" say you. Ah, now we come to the crux of the
whole affair! The inexplicable phenomenon alluded to is that we managed somehow
to survive three vears at Salem Teachers College.
Perhaps the title of this history is misleading. Chronicles mcrcl\- set forth the
sequence of events in an uninteresting manner, with no regard to the importance of the
tabulated occurrences. Here lies the subtle difference—for, to us at least, the past three
years of our lives are ones so interesting and so full of important events that none of us
will soon forget them.
Entering in September, 1931, we, as a class, (then large—now sadly depleted)
went through the usual and \enerable indoctrination process ablv sponsored b\' the
upperclassmen and the facult\ . Through that Hrst year we laughed, soared, sank,
sighed, bungled, and frequently doubted that we were meant to be teachers.
On October 5th the upperclassmen entertained all the Freshmen at a tea and en-
tertainment. Imagine our astonishment when we beheld our sophisticated, blase
Senior sisters cavorting through a modern version of The Wo)na>i in the Shoe. Later the
official Elementary initiation was held. For days we wore hair ribbons, name plates,
bibs, one sneaker and one shoe—and spent our free periods, lunch time, before and
after classes, in cleaning Seniors' verv black sneakers and ridving up their verv dirtv
lockers, buying our dear Senior sisters' lunches et cetera. Altogether we were ver\-
generally abused that week. To end it all, on Initiation night some of us were even
more abused—swallowing mixtures of vinegar, lard, marshmallows, salt, and what
not. This was perhaps the last of our innocent Freshman memories. Receiving marks
in February we were a saddened class. But things had to turn for the better.
Our iconoclastic second year lived completely up to its reputation as a dispeller of
illusions. It was during this year that we became absolute and chronic pessimists
—
"I may as well leave now; I'll never be a teacher anyway. I can't even do these prob-
lems mvself—let alone teaching them to pupils." Beset by manv new responsibilities;
watched like hot-house buds on all sides to determine whether we really were of the
stuff of which good teachers are made; staggering under projects, normal learning
curves, physics, innumerable activities; trying hard to achieve some of the august
dignity the Seniors so lightly displayed, and quite naturally being sadly ingenuous.
With the dawn of our third year we suddenly assumed dignity. Freshman sisters,
and a reputation which must be upheld. How well we upheld it onlv the future will
tell.
Here we are at the end of three vears of vigorously trying to discover whether we
really have the essential qualities of a good teacher. Now we are finished here—which
naturally implies that many interesting possibilities lie in the immediate future.
E. C. Shea "34
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Dii ct t ions
:
1
.
hi nii^ \\ w i ll iL ii 1. nils.
2. M.isiK.iu- i liu If lor ciK oiir.i!;cmciii
.
^ Roll p.ipcr III .1 w.ul on i oiiipici ion
.
4. I.c.iv c in w .is(c li.iskc(
.
Question 1
:
DcscTi hi.- I II 1 1 \ who (he Doiiii u| ii.i.is .irc, st .i ( m i; how i lif ii.i iiic w.is oIk .i i ncJ .
Qiicsrion 1
1
"Spot" l'ass;ii;cs.
I 'I ilinik I'll h.iNC \ on wi iic lor inc [oJ.in', L;iils."
1. ' Be snrc t he L\|iii|inicin is piii .i\v.i\-. "
3. "The lesson assi^nincni ioJ.i\
,
j^irls?"
4. "And so foiih, .inJ so lorih, .iiul so lorih "
5. "Ohst.idc ..."
Question III
:
State liilK wh\ \ on t.iiiR- (o S T C. (An\' one nii.iMe to answer (his inies(ioi)
sarisf.ii, (oi il\ will llnnk i he e\.iniiiia( ion.)
Question 1 \ :
After caeli of (he following statements place a minus siL;n i( (he siaiement is
niurne aiul .i pins sign if the sratement is false:
\ (Ireen w.ills give the ri,L;h( .iimosphere lo .i liiikli room.
2. The elassiest class thai e\er showeil class is onr (.lass.
3. Ontt)gcny recapitulates philot^eiu
4. Ella Mcntary is a girl's n.ime.
5. There is noeJncation wiihoiu iioiehooks.
Question \ : '
Uncierlme (he correc( woril in eai h seiuence:
1. Teachers are— ladies, gentlemen, teachers. (Underline all 3 )
2. All Seniors are intelligent, good-natured, responsible. (Uiulerline all 3.)
3. A range is a mountain, a stove, a term in measurement.
4. Marks are iio( wIi.k ilie Seniors work h)r.
Question \'l
:
Suggest if possible am improxemeiu lor our class. (lndi\ ulu.ils suggesting any
will be flunked.)
Question :
Q. W ha( are (he liiiesi |ioriiMiis ever panned^
A. Gladvs Rosenb.ium's on her ni.iiu posiers.
Q. W ho help (o make all aliairs a success?
A. Mac and Her( ha.
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Question MIT:
Match the follovvins^:
]. Helena Anderson
3. E. Osborne, C. Marshall, ). Butters
4. E. McNuh\ and M. Berkeley
5. C. Morsoii
5. Maker of snow scenes (indoors)
3. A's in training
2. Eccentric dancers
1. Nimble lingers
Question IX
:
With what places in Salcin does the S. T. i.. student become acquainted? Do not
mention (jrad\ 's Drug Store, A. ani.1 P., Forest River and Park, aiul the Hygiene
Room.
Question X :
\\ hat does June mean to an Elementary Senior?
Gradv's Drug Store, A. .iiul P., Forest River and i'ai k, Rumble Seats, House
Panics, COMMENCEMENT arc possible answers.
R. M.\Rcus, '34
1 Cijaractrr
THE HONEST Sc:HOObMISTRIiSSE
Justice is her ln\st guide; the second law ol her anions is expei.lience. She looks not
to what she might do biif to what she shoidd. Hci' word is het |\irchment and vea her
oath; which she will iK)t violate for lear nor for loss. ,\ll her dealings are upright and
abo\c reproach. She bewraxs the fauh of what she sells, and restores the overseen
gain of a false reckoning. She esteems a bribe venomous, though it comes gilded over
with the colour of gratuity. Her cheeks are never stained vnhIi the blushes of iccaiiia-
tion. When her name is traduced, her innocenc\' bears hei oui wiih courage, then, lo,
she goes in the plain wa\' of truth, .md will ciihci' triumph ui hci iiiiegrif\ or sufier
with i t . In all t li iiigs, good or ill, she respects i he nature of i he actions, not the sequel
.
If she sees vvh.ii she must do, let God see what shall follow. Her ear is the sancfuar\-
of her absent friend's name, ol her present friend's secret; neither of them can miscarr\
in hertiusi. She would rather want than borrow, aiiel beg than not pay. Her fair con-
ditions are without (.lissemblmg; .1111.I she lo\es actions .ibo\e words. Alms and pra\ers
fall from her without a witness. Falsehood knows her not, truth is her law. She is no
man's enemy; and it is a question whether more another m.in's tiiciul th.m her own.
If there were no heaven, \et would she be \ irtuiius. l iii.ilK , 1 hough laiili .iiul hope
are her lodestones, \et is chanty her companion.
M. O T. '36
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DiiiiP. clftrr tf)f <+liiiinrr of ^^aimirl JOrpps. (ifsq.
September 1^, 19^^ Ti) the S.ilciii leacliers (A)llene wliuli tins Jul open its
term for the coming year, and 1 pray God the term be auspicious.
September 28 To Boston Harbor with Mistress Ware and the Elementary Seniors
and the Commercial Sophomores, being niiglitih pleased with the sight and well
content with the discussion .iboui Harbours.
November 10 Tpdav did eii)o\ musitk of the Annual Sing, .ill words original
and mightv loud in praise lor the sclu)ol .md good to hear. \\ ell, them who won the
Sing were the Elementary Sophomore 1 and the Elementary Senior 2 and the\ did
truly shine w irh tiic bhic ribbons which were given them.
November Am iiuilIi (leased tii.u the Seniors dispati.hcd their elections with
sense, them who did get the highest votes being Mary Shaughnessy for President and
Corinne Gately for X'ice-President and ('harlorre M.irsh.ill for Secrer.irx .nul F"\cl\ iie
Oliver for Treasurer.
No\ember 17—Tonight did go to the initi.ition ol the lilcmeiiiar\ Freshmen .nid
observed how the Elementary Sophomores did seem engul|ihed in pleasure at the dis-
comfiture of them whom they initiated, thev pronouncing tasks that the Freshmen
shoulJ perform .is do tliose in gaol I (lumght the Freshmen iIkI bc.ir themselves well
December 8 This night did take the greatest pleasure in the Pop Concert which
was given in the College hall, I and m\' Lord sitting at one of the little rabies, and
both t)f us uncommon pleased with the Glee ( luh whuh ilid smg m.iin moM musK.il
numbers. W alter Smith frum|x-red and his two sons aided him well. The school or-
chestra was uncommon good and afterwards there was dancing, all the company being
merr\
. And so to bed.
December 14 Today did eat a mighty neat dinner at the College which was for
them of the Farmington Normal School who did play at basketball.
December 23—Saw old Myster\' Pla\', The Nativity, done w ii li scenes verv well.
January 12, 1934 -To a Formal Dance, the first one which yet the Women's Ath-
letic Association has sponsored. And the clothes and the conduct of the |x-rsons was
indeed verv pleasing and worth m\ Lomiiig, being never likeh to see more gallantry.
February 8 Today after a dinner did play against them of Gorh.im Normal
School at basketball at which we did carr\- the score 52-38.
February 10—Went with iii.iin others on the Snowe Train and when we reached
our stopping place in New Hampshire there did 1 see people skiing and coasting and
sliding with their skeates, which is a verv pretty art, and also throwing snowe about.
February 16 The Literarv-Dramatic ( lub did preseiir two plays of one act each
at the Teachers College this night, but before che\ could act on the stage the basket-
ball teams of Keene and Salem played a brave game. The house by frequent plaudits,
did show their suflicienr approbation.
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February 20—Today no school ar rhe Scare Teachers College, the snow falling
most heavily, that nobody could reach the school in vehicle, it being the hrst time in
seven years that this has occurred.
March 21—Today edified by the discourse which was given by .Mr. \\ alter
Trumbull which did recall the olde days, wherein he did tell of his trade with them
of Zanzibar and how he visited other mighty strange ports where he should get ivory.
March 23—There was give a concert by the Salem Teachers College Glee Club
and them who come from Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Here the best company for
musique I was ever in in my whole life. After the concert we fell to dancing which we
did with mirth and staid dancing until twelve o'clock. And so to bed.
April 6—Made mvself as fine as I could and put on mv velvet coat, it being made
in old fashion for the Mock Man Dance at the State Teachers College. And so into the
hall I got where there was none but ladies although some dressed like men.
April 9—To a mightv fine lecture bv Zona Gale which did treat on fiction, her
saving how them who wrote one hundred years ago did all things make over pretty,
and how them who write todav are uncommon fond of unplesunces, her thinking that
to walk in the middle path the most excellent. And this makes me mindful of other
discourses that were delivered from time to time, them who spoke being Dr. Griggs
who told of the worth of the masters, such as Goethe and Plato, and Dr. Snell who did
once teach here and who did speak on South Africa.
April 13—A pleasurable exposition of Choral Speaking which them of the Junior
High Sophomore 2 did, showing how poesie may be spoke by many voices in choruse.
April 23—Discourse of them returned from New York, them telling of the present
state of education in the colleges and of the doings of youth. There was nineteen from
the Salem Teachers College at the conference.
April 25—To the contest which was for them of the State Teachers College who
sunge in choruse with musick supervisors from afar as adjudicators. Them who did
win were the Freshmen.
April 27—This night to the dance which them of the Council offered to the
school. And the hall was very fine with decoration and full of brave company.
June 13—To the Senior Banquet where a most princely dinner. And we did eat till
full but we could not eat all, there was so much good victuals.
June 14—To Class Day where did amuse myself mightilv, both them who are
Seniors and I being highly pleased with the management of this day. This afternoon
to a Garden Party which was give to them who graduate and to their parents, and
there was tea and musick. And the clothes mighty elegant and dainty fine.
June 15—Today them who are Seniors did march in procession, some having their
bachelor caps put on, and others finely arrayed in white, they all looking happy that
thev had earned their frccdome, but sad that thc\- should lca\c such a brave school.
D. B.Mi.uY, '37
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WE ARL THf. SENlORSa \WL COILEGL
WE HAVE THEPLR THE Vin.THE !3P\WT, TOO,
EVEN THOU&HWE EACK SOnt KNOWLEDGE.
EOHWEAREOUT TOMKy^E:TH\S CLA!>!)TH^ BEST,
TO CONQVJEll ONE AND AIL.
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ELEMENTARY SENIOR I
TbnJ Row: R. Licciardello, D. McKinnon, M. Dillon, C. Morson, R. Andelman, M. Picrotti, E. Russell,
L. Snow, R. Southwick, M. Wells, B. Stanley, M. Kadis
Second Row: 'E. Gauld, F. Holmes, A. Murphy, M.Johnson, A. Fitzpatriclc,,]. Gibbons, Miss Wallace, Fcic:ilty
Adviser; B. McKenna, R. Moses, O. Flint, A. Durgin, A. Maloney
First Row: L. Keith, R. Goldthwaite, M. Cann, H. Olsen, G. Maffei, E. Di Battista, Hooker, E. Osborne,
M. Shaughnessy, E. Bates, L. Chorlian, C. Gouzoules
ELEMENTARY SENIOR II
Third Row: H. Anderson, E. Gilman, R. Cleverly, L. Laitinen, M. Webb, E. McNulty, M. Millay
Second Row: R. Kev, R. Qkerson, E. Shea, F. Allen, C. Cooney, M. Berkeley, R. White, G. Rosenbaum
Ftrsi Row: L. Rand, F. Ross, C. Richardson, L. Davis, Miss Burnhain, F</c/t/fy Adviser; G. Solar, L. Glugeth,
H. Russell
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ELEMENTARY SOPHOMORE I
ThirdKow: L. Betts, A. Dennison, M. Adams, C. Brown, M. Bradley, E. Hagan, M. Carter, R. Ellis
Second Kow: F. Allen, M. Donovan, K. Cargill, M. Crottv, M. Hanlev, M. Curcio, A Cunningham, L. Del
Rossi
First Row: G. Girard, G. Johnson, D, Landall, Miss Goldsmith, Fnai/ry Adviser; ]. Cannon, E. Buker, E.
Givan, E. Franzen
ELEMENTARY SOPHOMORE II
Third Row: E. Posner, M. Michaels, M. Murphy, R. White, H. Swanson, M. Wells, E. MacLean, W. Preble
Second Row: M. Mullen, M. McCaffrey, M. Sweeney, Miss Gourville, Faculty Adviser; E. Nicholaides, K.
Ryan, E. Riker
First Row: E. McGlew, K. Walsh, H. Tirams, A. Mello, G. Mello, R. Murphy, R. Lunn, M. Wyeth
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ELEMENTARY FRESHMAN I
Third Kow: D. Dean, S. Demala, D. Hershkovitz, S. Bickford, E. Dovle, M. Boisclair, N. Arnold, C. Cronin,
j. Benson, R. Doyle, B. Hickcv
Second Row: G. Costello, P. Harris, R. Hoar, C. Conlin, F. Burke, A. Biirnhani, L. Cerica, M. Gov, M. Dolan,
G. Chapman, V. Boyle
F/r.n Row: D. Fougere, S. Knight, B. Austin, B. Murray, C. Atwater, Mr. Whitman, Faculty Adviser; H.
l^rown, 1. Clisb\-, D. Gardner, I. Bloom, M. Berman
ELEMENTARY FRESHMAN II
Third Row: C. Mahoney, B. Le Blant, L. Driscoll, R. Murray, B. McCarthv, K, McCarthy, C. Poitras, M.
Santry, N. Creedon, C. Marier, L. Springer
Second Row: M. Scanlan, M. Wilkish, D. Lewis, D. Wood, II l.oui;, II, Shaii.ih.ni, I". Tibhctts, M. Stone,
V. Lee, A. Mitchell, L Taitsman
First Row: E. Miirchie, L. Swan, E. Gavin, R. Kenned\', S. Kaplan, Mr. Rockwell, l\iailty Adr/.ur; K, i'ariell,
M. London, A. ZalF, R. Katz
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ClrmfiUari' ^opfjomorr IDirectorp
ADAMS, MLIRI1:L
alli£n, amy a.
allen, frances l.
i^arthll, cyrlna d.
lu-tts, linda cameron
bradli;y, nl\ry a.
brow n. c atherine
bl'ki;r. i:rma E
CANNON, lANET
cargill, kathryn |anet
carter, mary k..
'
croti y, mary t.
clinninc;ham, anne
curcio, mildred
del rossl lucy .
DENNISON, ADA
TONON AN, MADELINE
ELLIS, RUTH ....
FRANZEN, ELSA M.
GIRARD, GERALDINE V.
GIVAN. EMMA BURLINGAME
HAGAN, ETHEL B.
HANLEY, MARIE
lOHNSON, GRACE L.
LANDALL, DOROTHY MARIE
LUNN, RUTH EMILY
M.^cLEAN, ELIZABETH RUTH
McGLEW, ELEANOR G.
MELLO, ALICE L. . .
.
MELLO, GLORIA L.
MICHAELS, MARY V.
.
MULLEN, i\L\RIE E.
MURPHY, MARGARET M. .
MURPHY, ROSAMOND A.
.
NELSON, SARA
NICHOLAIDES, EVANGELINE I
O ROURKE, MARY A.
.
POSNER, ETHEL
PREBLE, WINNIFREDE.
RAIN, ANNA E. .
.
.
RIKER, EDYTHE A.
RYAN, KATHERINE A.
SEAMAN, DOROTHY LOVE
S\VANSON, HELEN C. .
SWEENEY, MARY C.
.
TIMMS, HELEN M.
WELLS, MARJORIE G.
WHITE, RUTH E.
WYETH, MARGARET H.
.
\S St. J.inics AvLMiuc, West Somerviile
17 SoniLTSct Avenue, North Beverly
8 Forest Street, Cambridge
12 Greenwich Street, Dorchester
^1 Bartlett Avenue, Belmont
17 Dalton Street, Boston
57 Lovvden Avenue, West Somerviile
20 Oliver Street, Everett
16 James Street, Somerviile
58 Lebanon Street, Melrose
14 Aerial Street, Arlington
17 1-2 \'inal Avenue, Soni'jrville
137 Dudley Street, North Cambridge
117 Fulton Spring Road, Medford
197 Marion Street, East Boston
24 Forest Street, Lynn
366 Broadway, Lynn
12 King Street, Peabody
24 Everett Street, Lynn
9 Brimblecom Street, Lynn
287 Highland Avenue, Somerviile
40 Park .'\venue. Revere
19 Proctor Street, Peabody
11 Hill Srreet, Amesbury
31 Bridge Street, Beverly
12 Bridge Street, Beverly
9 East Park Avenue, Lynn
11 Prospect Street, Newbury port
252 Beacon Street, Somerviile
252 Beacon Street, Somerviile
13 Barr Street, Salem
283 Massachusetts Avenue, Lexington
53 Tracy Avenue, Lynn
9 Central Avenue, Danvers
1661 North Shore Road, Revere
28 North Street, Haverhill
290 Huron Avenue, Cambridge
36 LawTence Street, Everett
450 Chatham Street, Lynn
88 Johnson Street, Lynn
335 Broadway, Somerviile
21 Charter Street, Salem
22 Hyde Street, Revere
34 Appleton Street, Everett
18 Alpine Street, Somerviile
44 East Newton Street, Boston
344 Essex Street, Lynn
136 Powder House Boulevard, West Somerviile
325 Main Street, Amesburv
Clementarp Jfresfjman Birectorp
ARNOLD, NANCY I
ATWATER, CHARLOTTE
AUSTIN, BEATRICE
BAUER, VIRGINIA A. .
BENSON, JANET R.
BERMAN, MILDRED
.
2 Chestnut Street, Salem
16 Marble Street, Gloucester
33 County Street, Ipswich
16 Pine Street, Greenwood
161 Mystic Street, Arlington
6 Whitney Avenue, Bcverlv
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BICKFORD, SHIRLEY E 164 Crescent Avenue, Revere
BLOOM, IDA E 83 Newhall Street, Lvnn
BOISCLAIR, MARY E 56 Graves Avenue, Lvnn
BOYLE, VIRGIKIA 24 Sadler Street, Lvnn
BROWN, HARRIET E 190 Mountain Avenue, Maiden
BURKE, FLORENCE J 10 Porter Street, Everett
BURNHAM, AUDREY 463 Cabot Street, Beverlv
CERICA, LOUISE A 29 Lodge Road, Swampscott
CHAPMAN, GLADYS L 4 Abbot Street, Marblehead
CHRISTOFFERSON, BERTHA V 5 Friend Court, Wenham
CLISBY, ISA \V 20 Garnet Street, Maiden
CONLIN, CATHERINE V 127 Glendale Street, Everett
COSTELLO, GENEVIEVE A 22 Circuit Avenue, Lvnn
COY, MURIEL V 192 Walnut Street, Saugus
CREEDON, NORA F 13 North Pine Street, Salem
CRONIN, CATHERINE ] 13 Hume Avenue, Medford
DEAN, DOROTHY V. ' 16 Cleveland Road, Salem
DEMALA, SUSAN A 306 Rantoul Street, Beverlv
DOLAN, MARIORIE A. . . - 4 Hovev Street, Ipswich
DOYLE, EDITH ANNA 12 Concord Street, East Lvnn
DOYLE, RUTH K 12 Concord Street, East Lvnn
DRISCOLL, LOUISE M 23 Allen Avenue, Lvnn
FARRELL, KATHLEEN R. 9 Whittier Avenue, Amesburv
FOUGERE, M^ DOROTHY 73 Massachusetts Avenue, Medford
GARDNER, DOROTHY M 7 Oakdale Road, Maiden
GAVIN, ELINOR 46 Union Street, Manchester
HALL, RUTH 786 Main Street, Greenwood
HARRIS, PERYLE M 97 Eutaw Avenue, Lvnn
HERSHKO\TTZ, DOROTHY 95 Pearson Avenue, Somerville
HICKEY, BARBARA C 60 Lexington Avenue, Cambridge
HOAR, RUTH L 418 Essex Street, Salem
KAPLAN, SAMUEL E 29 Prospect Street, Lvnn
KATZ, RHODA J 29 Lothrop Street, Beverlv
KENNEDY, RITA 31 Elm Street, North Brookfield
KNIGHT, SHIRLEY D 350 Main Street, Groveland
LE BLANC, BERNADETTE 9 Chase Street, Salem
LEE, VIRGINIA 16A Myrtle Square, Gloucester
LEWIS, DAMARIS 63 Lincoln Avenue, East Saugus
LONEXDN, MARION ... 26 Newton Street, Maiden
LONG, HELEN 86 Jasper Street, Saugus
MAHONEY, CATHERINE M 12 Highland Street, Peabodv
MARIER, M. CLARE 530 Andover Street, Lawrence
McCarthy, Barbara 18 Colonial Avenue, East Lvnn
McCarthy, KATHRYN 21 Broadway, Lynn
MITCHELL, ANNE 66 Friend Street, Gloucester
MURCHIE, EDITH H 3 Lincoln Street, Somerville
MURRAY, BEATRICE A I5 Chandler Street. Belmont
MURRAY, RITA FRANCES 11 Central Street, Beverlv
PAGE, RUTH ELIZABETH Cherrv Street, Wenham
PINTO, ALDA GRACE 68 Harrison Avenue, Greenwood
POITRAS, CHARLOTTE 15 Leach Street, Salem
SANTRY, MARY R. 31 Glenwood Street, Lvnn
SCANLAN, MARGUERITE 14 Maurice Street, Maiden
SHANAHAN, HELEN 87 Green Street, Lvnn
SPRINGER, LOUISE G " . . . . 2 Orne Square, Salem
STONE, MYRTLE 3 Nichols Street, Lvnn
SWAN, LOUISE 35 St. John Street, lamaica Plain
TAITSMAN, IDA ' 30 Harwood Street, Lvnn
TIBBETTS, FRANCES M 88 Vinton Street, Melrose
WILKISH, MARY ) 97 Holvokc Street, Lvnn
WOOD, TORIS E 55 Park Street, Danvers
ZAFF, ANNE 26 Warren Avenue, Chelsea
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Junior 5)in:f) Jfomtl) pear
ROSE ASSENZA
42 Lawrence Srreer, W'akelicld April 27
"Tell me, 0 tell, u bat kiii:l of thiu^ is u it.
Thou who tnaster art of it:
"
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1; Volley Ball 1, 2, Bowling 2, Camera Club
2; Glee Club 1, 3; Operetta 3; W. A, A. 2, 3, 4; Freshman Reception Com-
mittee 2, 3; Decorating Committee Senior Reception 3, Program Committee
Senior Reception 4; Christmas Pageant 4; Class Day Pageant 2.
THELMA L BAILEY
Highland Srreer, Sourli H.iniiln)n
"With smiles her mouth is kind to me.
April 5
Field Ball 1, 2; \o\\c\ Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 3, 4; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4;
Glee Club 2, 3, 4; Operetta 2; Art Club 4; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Christmas
Pageant 3, 4; Middle Class Pageant 2; Associate Art Editor Year Book 3, 4.
IRENE RUTH BROOKING
"Beanie"
24 \\ alrcr Srreer, Salcm April 2
Truth doth so her thoughts assemble
That where ii isdom guides her xiill
She is kind and constant still."
Newcomb 1; Field Ball 1; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, Librarian 2, Secretary 3;
Operetta 2; Current Events Club 1, Treasurer 1; W. A. A, 1, 2, 3, 4; Chapel
Choir 1, 2; Art Club 4; General Welfare Committee 1; Christmas Pageant
Committee 3; Class Day Program Committee 4; Alumni Banquet Committee
4; Council 1; Daisy Chain 2; Class Representative 1; Class Day Pageant 2;
Christmas Pageant 3, 4; Editor-in-Chief Year Book 3.
HELEN C. CONERY
Prides Crossing
"And looks on life with quiet eyes."
June 11
Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Ball
1; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1; Operetta 1; Camera Club 3; Current
Events Club 1; Christmas Pageant 2, 3; Middle Class Pageant 2.
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MARION ELIZABETH CONW AY
14 Cameron Road, Lvnn June 3
"But never let your laughter cease, nor singing."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 4; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis 1, 3;
Field Ball 1; Secretary Middle Classes 2; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4, President 3;
Operetta 1, 2, 3; Class Day Committee 3; Pageant Committee 2, 4; Council
Nominating Committee 4; Graduation Music Committee, Chairman 4;
Council 3; Middle Class Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 3, 4; Associate Art
Editor Year Book 4.
LE\TRETT GORDON EATON
Mike"
40 Central Avenue, Danvers September 1
"Whose armor is his honest thought."
International Relations Club 2; Current Events Club 1; M. A. A. 1,2, 3, 4;
Costume Committee Pageant 2; Advertising Manager Log 2, 3; Class Day
Pageant 2.
ANNA GERSHAW
"Anne"
16 Beacon Hill Avenue, Lvnn Februar\- 22
"Those pleasures I disdain iihich are pursued
With praise and icishes by the multitude."
Newcomb 1; Glee Club 1. 2, 3; Operetta 2, 3; W. A. A. 3, 4; Elementary
Freshman Initiation Committee 2, 3; Christmas Pageant 4; Assistant Editor
Year Book 3.
AUGUSTUS A. KEANE
"Gus '
52 Astor Street, Lynn
Peace, and a secure muni.
Which all men seek.
)anuar\' 22
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Class Representative 2; Men's Glee Club 3; Operetta
I, 2, 3; International Relations Club 2, 3, 4, Vice-President 3; Council 3;
Christmas Pageant 2; Class Day Pageant 3.
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MAKJOKli I KII;RNAN
49 Lafavctte Street, Marhlchcad Mav 4
"As she goes a/l beans do duty
Unto her beauty."
International Relations Club 3; Cani.T.i Club 2; Art Club 4; W. A. A. 3, 4,
Senior Reception Patrons Coniniittee 4; Christmas Pageant 3, 4.
LEO LEt:KAR
231 W'asliington Avenue, Chelsea October 12
"/ know him of a noble mind.
"
Basketball 1, 2, 3, Captain 3, Coach 4; Baseball 3, Captain 3; Men's Glee
Club 1, 2, 3; Operetta 1, 3; Junior High Senior Play 3; John Burroughs Club
President 2; Camera Club 3; Alumni Editor Log 1.
OLYMPIA MOTYKA
18 West Street, Adams November 24
"Writing her praise I cannot write amiss."
Basketball 1, 2, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 3;Tennis 3; Vollev Ball 1,2,
3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Tri Mu Club 1, 2, 3; Camera Club 3; Art Club 4;
\V. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4, Nominating Committee Tri Mu Officers 3.
SYLMA MYERS
10 Buffum Street, Salem Februarv 27
'
'
In word and eke in deed steadfast—
What will you more we say?"
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Newcomb 1, 3, 4; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, Field Ball 1;
Class Representative 3; Camera Club 2, 3, Secretary 3; Art Club 4, Vice-
President 4; Current Events Club 1; Tri Mu Club 2, 3, 4; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4;
Chapel Program Committee 1, 2, 3; Senior Ring Committee 3, 4; Freshman
Initiation Committee 2, 3; Tri Mu Dance Committee 3; Senior Reception
Committee 3; Tri Mu Nominating Committee 3, W. A. A. Tea Committee
3; Freshman Reception Committee 2; Promenade Committee 3, Senior Ban-
quet Committee 3; Christmas Pageant Committee 3; Class Day Banquet
Committee 4; Council 3; Daisy Chain 2, Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas
Pageant 3, 4; Assistant Art Editor Year Book 3.
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CURBINA SANTOLIQUIDO
455 \\'estern Avenue, Lvnn December 15
'
' As patient and as still
And as full of ^ood will."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, Basketball 1, 2, 3, Bowling 1, 2, 3;
Tennis 1,2,3, Glee Club 1
,
2, 3, Operetta 1 , 2, 3, Art Club 4; Current Events
Club 1; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4, Board 4; Fresh man Initiation Committee 2, 3;
Christmas Pageant 3, 4; Class Day Pageant 2.
MARION SIMPSON STEELE
23 Che.Tv Street, Gloucester February 25
"All vice she doth wholly refuse.
And hateth idleness."
Basketball 2, 3, Volley Ball I, 2, 3, Ncwcomb 2, 3, Archery 1, Tennis 1, 2,
3, Current Events Club 1 ; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4.
ELIZABETH B. STRACHAN
"Betty"
33 W inJsor A\ciuie, L\nn N4av 10
"/•/// thy words I counted witty."
Clce Club I, (Operetta I, Current Events Club 1, (nrl Seoul Club 3, 4;
W. A. A. I, 3, 4, (^a|i and Ciovvn Committee 4, C^hristmas Pageant 3, 4;
Class [)a\ Pageant 2.
ANNA H. STUART
"Ann"
Sanderson (.ouri, (iloucesiei- January 1
"A Diind content hotl.i crowi/ and km^^don/ is."
Ciirl Scout Club 3, 4, W. A. A. 1,2, 3, Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4.
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F.DITH RUTH TARBELL
"Rufus
'
34 3acon Street, Orange July 16
"Some are worthy, well-esteemed."
Newcomb 1; Basketball 2, 3; W. A. A. 1,3, 4; Tri-Mu 1, 2; International
Relations Club 2, 3, 4; Current Events Club 1; Christmas Pageant 3; Class
Day Pageant 2.
THELMA ELIZABETH W ILEY
Ther'
21 Winter Street, Salem November 24
"Sweet are the thoughts that savor of content.
"
International Relations Club 2, 3, 4, President 3; W. A. A. 3, 4; Model
League Assembly 2, 3, 4; Current Events Club 1; Tri-Mu 2, 3; Christmas
Pageant 3, 4; Middle Class Pageant 2; Council 3.
On IliooUs
"Some books are only cursorily to be tasted of: namelv, first, voluminous books,
the task of a man's life to read them over; secondlv, auxiliarv books, onlv to be re-
paired to on occasions; thirdlv, such as are mere pieces of formalitv, so that if you
look on them you look through them, and he that peeps through the casement of the
index sees as much as if he were in the house. But the laziness of those cannot be ex-
cused who perfunctorily pass over authors of consequence, and onlv trade in their
tables and contents. These, like city cheaters, having gotten the name of all country
gentlemen, make sillv j-^eople believe thev have long lived in those places where thev
never were, and flourish with skill in those authors thev never seriouslv studied."
Thomas Fuller—The Holy and the Profane State
UPON BECOMING A TEACHER
It pleaseth me to think that now
I, who have absent been so long.
May make the other subjects bow
And join the governmental throng.
^
L. B. '35
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Junior l^iglj Jfourtlj ^ear JliStorp
FOREWORD
W e have been inlormed that the world of progressive education anxiouslv awaits
a distinctly novel way of recording historv. W'e hope that our method of presenting
the history of our illustrious group will serve as a valuable inspiration to future world
historians.
Part I
Natural Environment and Its Influence Upon the Development of the Group
I Nature of the Environment
A. Isolated from the upper locker rooms and forced to occupy an insignifi-
cant corner among all-knowing and highly-sophisticated freshmen
B. Four flights removed from literature and biology rooms
C. Existing ratio of 15 to 3
II Immediate Results of Environment
A. General adoption of a super-sophistication and a dignilied, condescend-
ing air of reserve
B. Communication from remote muscular regions
C. Supremacy of the militant 15
Part II
Chronicle of Important Events
I Restored to our rightful place in Chapel, continued to inspire the Faculty
II Parliamentary Law Club founded and overwhelming victor\' won h\ Mr. Eaton,
elected as our first president.
Ill Chapel Program given, in which we attempted to discover the theories, prac-
tices, accomplishments, and weaknesses of Italian Fascism. Despite supreme
efforts to maintain a truly scientific attitude, our presentation so convincing and
so conclusive that we were generally accepted as official agents of II Duce.
I\' Program on Communism presented before members of Young People's Society of
Maple Street Church in Danvers.
\' Delightful Christmas Party held, at which all received appropriate toy gifts,
including a machine-gun for Gus and a cou|x- for Irene.
\'l Trip to Peabody Museum made even more interesting when Rose and Leo found
themselves behind a sign reading "Insects of Massachusetts."
\ II X'aried biological pursuits carried on, from planting bulbs and planning gardens
to dissecting fish.
\'lll I'lxperimcnt by Mr. Eaton to prove tiiat he could easily reach lour feet to weed
his garden.
Part III
Problems Requiring Further Scicntihc Research
1. W'hv did Anna interrupt (Chorus and suddcnK' withdravvt'
2. Where diil Gus leave the roll hook?
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3. \\ li.ii t;irl who wears .1 ^rccn bcrci went id (lie \\ . A. A \ Ktoi\ le.c
4. W here is Ely^
5. W li\ Ji)esn'r Ruth Tarbell's .il.irm eloek ring?
6. \\ h\ Jo [enn papers cause nit^hiiuares aiul a cerrain far-aw'a\- look?
7. W liai IS a I'ruiciplc of Educarioii:'
8. Why did Helen say, "I do!" so cmpharicallv?
9. W'har is Thelma Bailey's greatest aiiihirioii?
10. \\ In IS Mr. Cole our old friend?
11 \\ h\ didn't our bulbs blossom?
\1. \\ In were the intentions of Tom (,ore\' misimderstotid?
n. W li\ IS art, ART>
14. \\ hy has Congress never taken a course in Economic Geography?
15. \\ iis the "Black Maria" a "one-hoss sha\"?
16. Are sheep grown or raised?
17. \\ h\- is the motion to ad)(Hn-n not ni order at all times?
PAirr I\'
Dramatic Moments
Instructor Qcalling on students for individual reports^: '\\ ho hati ( liarles Kennedx'?"
Silence
Marion (^suddenly arising): "Oli, that's nn man!"
Anna: "Oh, I'm part of the theater!"
Bright Bov: "What part? Second balct)ny?"
The Cause: Mr. Eaton: "I'm afraid vou don't see mv point." "I question that."
The Result: Debate: Resolved: That the Opinion of the Minont\' Should Be Heard.
A Typical Basketball Game
Casualty List:
1. Sylvia's hurt knee after sudden and unexpected contact with Marion.
2. Thelma's descent upon her elbow after a sky-ward ascent.
3. Irene's ruffled face after close association w'ith manv blouses.
4. Anna's pet scratch requiring constant attention because of repeated irritation.
Remarks That Made History
"Well, J. Russell says that . .
."
"I'm afraid vou don't see my point."
"Huge quantities ..."
"I was going to say ..."
"Can't I leave vou children alone for a few minutes?"
"Here's something interesting."
"How Sweet and Silent is This Place."
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Class Statistics
Number of Students in Class 18
Number of Women in Class 15
Number of Men in Class 3
Number of Students from Salem 3
Number of Students Living Awav from Home , 4
Number of Students Living in Salem During
School Year 7
Farthest Point from which Class Draws Mem-
bership Adams
Class Celebrities
Class Pacifists .... A. Keane, T. Wilev
C/iiss Radicals . . . R. Assenza, A. Gershaw
Class Athletes
O. Motyka, T. Bailev, C. Santoliquido, M.
Kiernan, L. Leckar, A. Keane
Class Poet H. Conery
Class "Date" .A. Keane
Class Somnambulist . M. Steele
Class Hall of Fame
T.Bailey . . . Art Staff Year Book '33, '34
L Brooking . Editor-in-Chief Year Book '33
M. Conway . . President Glee Club '32, '33
A. A. Keane . Council Representative '34
L. Leckar Athletic Coach '34
S. Myers Committeewoman
C. Santoliquido . . . W. A. A. Board '34
T. Wiley
Presidcnt International Relations Club '32, '33
Class Superlatives
Oiliest L. Leckar
Youngest H. Conery
Wittiest A. A. Keane
Prettiest M. Kiernan
Most Conscientious \. Brooking
Best-natitred A. A. Keane
Most Popular I. Brooking
Must Argumentative L. G. Eaton
Most Romantic M.Conway
Most Efficient L Brooking
Best-Jressed M. Kiernan
Most Cheerful A. A. Keane
Class Workers
Number oi Students Who Work During Sum-
mer Vacation 15
Number of Students Who Work During School
Year 12
Types of Occupations
Waiter Playgroiuid Instructor
Maid Tutor
Library Clerk Clerk
Waitress Office Worker
Favoritk Actors and Actresses
*Lionel Barryiiiore
George Arliss
Clark Gable
John Barryniore
Leslie Howard
Warner Baxter
Ralph Bellamy
George Raft
Fredric March
*Katherine Hepburn
Diana Wynward
Norma Shearer
Helen Haves
Claudette Colbert
Favorite Type of Entertainment
Sports
Theater
Opera
Dancing
Radio and Lectures
Reading
Favorite Radio Programs
Wavne King and His Orchestra
Firestone Program
Joe Penner
Francis Cronin, Organist
RubinofF
Maxwell House Coffee Hour
Ben Bernie
Cadillac Hour
U. S. Marine Band
N. Y. Symphony Orchestra
Frank Munn, Soloist
Charlie and Willie
Casa Loma Orchestra
_
Hobbies
15 have hobbies. 3 are hobbyless!!!
Photography
Gardening
Basketball
Travel
Orchestra
Music
Theater
Collecting Materials
Scouting
Tennis
Organization
Sketching
Dancing
Reading
Ambitions
Travelers
Actresses
Teachers .
Publisher . .
Social Worker .
Athlete . .
Concert Violinist
Airplane Hostess
Musician
Lawyer
Horticulturist
Doctor
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(With further apologv to John Bunvan and Pilgrim' s Progress^
W hen hrst I took mv Pen and down me sat,
I knew not where my Thoughts would find me at;
And conscious onlv of the great Desire
To set forth certain Whims of Mine, I did aspire
To catch a vagrant Mood and it imprint,
As pamters seize and hold a sunset tint.
But when I found I must decide
Upon what wings I'd let m\- Fancv ride.
Then was I faced with Proposition grave
Of what was good or bad and what to leave or save:
For it is obvious that should I write
Of This or That, I must the Other slight
And vet it were perhaps about as well
To make a start at Something! That the Swell
Of Thoughts within my Head might outlet find
And let relief descend upon an overburdened Mind.
With this mv Thoughts took Wings and in a Tumult rose.
Displaying not the order found in anv flight of crows,
But each one crowded to the fore and for an instant brief
Appeared in mv Perception in somewhat vague relief.
And when the brilliant Flood had passed
I saw and stood aghast
That out of all this gleaming Lot
rd passive sat and Nothing caught.
Whereon, mav I apologize and take upon my Head
The blame for having talked so long and nothing seemh" said?
D. T. B. '35
Come, maids, and gather flowers early
—
Roses, lilies—ere the burly
Sun scorch them with his ray
And wither them away.
Maids, wither them away.
Come, maids, and gather columbine
And daffodils and the wine
Of violets, for charms decay
And age will have his way,
Maids, age will have his way.
^ ^ B '37
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JUNIOR HIGH FOURTH YEAR
Second Row: O. Motyka, R. Assenza, M. Kiernan, G. Eaton, L. Leckar, A. Stuart, M. Steele, E. Strachan, A.
Gershaw
First Row: C. Santoliquido, E. Tarbell, T. Wiley, S. Myers, A. Keane, Miss Cnittenden, Fiicu/ry Ailviser;
H. Conery, I. Brooking, T. Bailey
"Observations of Words alike in sound, yer of different spelling."
I saw one sent unto this College's ascent
Who did assent to me before he went.
Teachers have strived to lead us aright;
We have learned a manv and various rite.
The Freshman walks by with upturned nose;
He knows his prowess has been a sensation.
UPON CHAPEL SERMCES
In all our services, it will appeare
The platform guest breeds confidence and cheer.
K. McC. '36
L. B. '35
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JUNIOR HIGH JUNIOR I
Third Row: M. Haverty, M. Hayes, H. Haiiiinond, D. Brown, R. Flewelling, J. Brock, N. Burke, C. Cum-
mings, D. Daigie
Second Row: M. Driscoll, L. Foisoni, G. Holt, T. Crowlev, J. Cunningham, D. Briggs, E. Goulart, Z. Haba-
low, B. Dahlen
First Row: M. Buck, E. Chartier, M. Daniels, C. Henry, Miss Perry, Fjci/hy Adviser; E. Giles, E. Gillie,
JUNIOR Hl(;il JUNIOR 11
Second Rote: ]. Moaklev, H. Topkins, H, Joyce, S, Thompson, R I'.irten, M. O'Hara, \L Neal, I' Robinson,
L. Smith, A. Pulsifer
First Row: C MacOonald, V. I'a|iamechail, VV. Nolan, Miss Bunton, Faculty Adviser; \K. Murray, D. Neagle,
G. Stern, M. Lally
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JUNIOR HIGH SOPHOMORE I
ThirJ Kow: E. Johnson, E. Hubner, M. Koskev, P. Cutter, D. Folev, A. Levy, L. Hatfield, E. Gainev, M.
Burke
Second Row: R. Mason, H. Gordon, H. Brennan, C. Cotter, E. Dullea, M. Hourihan, L. Banks, A. Gugli-
ucciello, A. Carroll
First Row: K. Hackett, C. Brady, M. George,.!. Grossman, G. Cotter, Miss Stone, Fiiculty Adviser; M. Hoch-
man, G. Howard, B. Hingston
JUNIOR HIGH SOPHOMORE II
ThirdRow: P. Shea, H. Mathewson, D. Petersen, D. Ward, L. McHugh, A. Wheeler, J. Shaw
Second Row: C. Susco, D. Yaffe, G. Mc\'ann, M. Tanner, M. OToole, M. Moore, R. 6'Rourke, J. Palmer
First Row: D. Mott, S. Zmijewska, F. Sano, A. Ringer, Miss Harris, Faculty Adviser; V. Wilson, P. Perreault,
A. Perry, E. Rourke
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JUNIOR HIGH FRESHMAN I
ThmlKow: M. Dolan, D. Carter, B. Frizzell, L. Saffer, E. Caron, B. Wairt, R. Daniels, V. Brinkler, E^ Chais-
son, M. Savels
Second Row: D. Shurmaster, M. Hammer, G. Kramer, P. Hugelmann, V. Holman, R. Wilkins, S. Zetlen,
M. Bresnahan, K. Burke, P. Holmes
First Row: E. Dandeneau, D. Bailey, F. Kennedy, G. Freeman, G. Getchell, C. Benner, Miss FitzHugh,
Faculty Adviser; D. Collins, F. Kenneally, D. CofFey, P. Chagnon.
Junior l^igl) Junior Btrectorp
BRIGGS, DUDLEY T
BROCK, JANNETTE F.
BROWN, DOROTHEA E.
BUCK, MARjORIE .
BURKE, NATALIE .
CHARTIER, EVELYN
COHEN, IDA .
CROWLEY, THOMAS E.
CUMMINGS, CHARLOTTE
CUNNINGHAM, |OHN P.
DAHLEN, BERNICE A
DAIGLE, DORIS MAE
DANIELS, MURIEL ).
DRISCOLL, MARGARET FR
EADE, DOROTHY
EADH, HAZEL
FLEWELLINC;, RUTH
FOLSOM, LOR INDA M
GILES, ELIZABETH
GILLIE, M. ELEANOR
GOULART, EMMA .
HABALOW, ZELMA LOIS
HAMMOND, HELEN
HA\LR1 Y, MARY
HAYES, MARGARET P
HENRY, CECELIA K.
HOLT, GERTRUDE E.
.
•\NCES
36 Cherr\ Street, Daiivers
106 Main Street, Rockport
105 Sagamore Avenue, Chelsea
101 Victory Road, Lynn
110 Crescent Hill Avenue, Arlington
50 Cumberland Circle, Lynn
58 Aborn Street, Peabody
837 East Fifth Street, South Boston
7 Logan Street, Lynn
3 Hammond Street, Gloucester
127 Winter Street, Saugus
71 Fay Avenue, Lynn
881 Massachusetts Avenue, Lexington
101 Glen Street, Somerville
14 Linden Road, Peabody
14 Lniden Road, Peabody
47 County Road, Ipswich
11 Mount Vernon Street, Salem
62 Prospect Street, Woburn
54 Centennial Avenue, Gloucester
12 Frost Street, Arlington
85 Wolcott Street, Maiden
5 Mount X'ernon Street, Marblehead
27 Essex Street, Salem
7 Hardv Street, Danvers
33 Bow Street, Salem
109 May Street, Lawrence
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HOSKER, LUCY MARY
lOYCE, HILDA GERTRUDE
JOYCE, MARY . .
KEEFE, MARY TERESA
LALLY, MARGARET M.
MaiTONALD, CAROLYN E.
MOAKLEY, lANET
MURRAY. RALPH VERNON
NEAGLE, DOROTHY CLAIRE .
NEAL, ELSIE D.
NOLAN. \VILLL-\M F.
O HARA. MARGUERITE M
PAPAMECHAIL. \ ASILEA
PATTEN, REBECCA
PAYNE, ESTHER LOUISE
.
PULSIFER, AUGUSTA- .
ROBINSON, PHYLLIS .
ROUSSEAU, ALFRED HEALD
SMITH, LILLIAN HELEN
STERN. GOLDIE ESTHER
TAHANY. DOROTHY ELIZABETH
THOMPSON, DOROTHY
THOMPSON, S. CAROL
TITCOMB. ELEANOR
.
TOPKINS, HELEN E. .
WOODASON, EVELYN MAE
55 Lake Avenue, Lynn
63 Hathorne Street, Salem
17 Dunlap Street, Salem
53 Fairmount Street, Arlington
130 Saratoga Street, East Boston
14 Williams Street, Salem
61 Mount Auburn Street, Watertown
50 Spencer Street, VVest Lynn
54 Bronifield Road, West Somerville
193 Beacon Hill Avenue, Lynn
33 Linden Street, Lynn
192 Federal Street, Salem
149 Endicott Street, Danvers
27 Tyng Street, Newburyport
44 Simon Street, Beverly
50 Langley Road, Brighton
6 Norwell Road, Dedham
359A Summer Street, Lynn
22 Sherman Place, Woburn
220 Bryant Street, Maiden
94 Tremont Street, Salem
25 Francis Avenue, Greenwood
171 Coleridge Street, East Boston
20 Juniper Avenue, Salem
195 Washington Street, Gloucester
Porter Street, Wenham
Junior i^iglj ^opfjomore Birectorp
BANKS, LOIS
BRADY, CAROLINE
BRENNAN, HARRIET E.
BURKE, M. AGNES
CARROLL, AGNES
.
COTTER, CLAIRE A.
COTTER. GENEVIEVE F.
CUTTER, PHILIP H.
DULLEA, ELIZABETH R.
FOLEY, DENNIS F.
GAINEY, EDNA
GEORGE, MARY A.
GORDON, HELEN
.
GROSSMAN, Y. JEANNE
GUGLIUCCIELLO, ANNA J.
HACKETT, KATHERINE M.
HATFIELD, LEWIS W.
HINGSTON, BARBARA R.
HOCHMAN, MINNIE R.
HOURIHAN. MARY V. .
HOWARD, GERALDINE
HUBNER, ELEANOR M.
JOHNSON. ELIZABETH
KOSKEY, MICHAEL N.
LE\ Y, ALBERT
MASON, RUBY J.
MATHEWSON, HAZEL M
McHUGH, LILLIAN F.
McVANN, GERTRUDE M.
MOORE, MADELEINE
.
MOTT. DOROTHY D. .
O ROURKE, F. REGINA
O TOOLE, MILDRED L.
15 Hawthorne Street, West Somerville
37 Vernon Street, Woburn
16 Osborne Street, Salem
87 Highland Avenue, Maiden
37 Ames Street, Somerville
436 Eastern Avenue, Lynn
19 Harvest Street, Lynn
48 Locke Street, Cambridge
16 Proctor Street, Peabody
30 Milk Street, Newburyport
50 Walnut Street, Lynn
57 Wardwell Avenue, Lynn
23 Elm Street, Gloucester
33 Favre Street, Mattapan
1 Princeton Place, East Boston
3 Nelson Road, Peabody
ISA Pleasant Street, Wakefield
250 Washington Street, Peabody
286 Chestnut Street, Chelsea
12 Jacobs Street, Peabody
151 Fellsway West, Medford
58 Cary Avenue, Chelsea
11 North Ames Street, Lynn
57 Rogers Avenue, Lvnn
26 Spring Street, Lynn
1204 Tremont Street, Boston
71 Pennv Brook Road, West Lvnn
11 Perkins Street, Peabodv
3 Parsons Street, Peabody
31 Lexington Street, Lvnn
136 Russell Street, Waltham
47 Northend Street, Peabody
21 Rogers Street, Newton
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PALMER, JENNIE L 33 Ossipee Road, West SomerviUe
PERREAULT, PAULINE C 129A Lvnn Street, Peabodv
PERRY, ALICE MAE 65 Perkins Street, Gloucester
PETERSEN, DOROTHY E 97 Gould Street, Wakefield
RAZUMNY, SOPHIA 10 Baker Street, Cliftondale
RINGER, ALBERTA RAE 37 Walker Street, Lowell
ROURKE, EDITH E 767 Boston Street, West Lvnn
SANO, FANNIE 58 Church Street, Lvnn
SHANAHAN, MILDRED E 242 Center Street, South Groveland
SHAW, JENNIE A 486 Western Avenue, Lynn
SHEA, FRANCES H 95 Central Street, Somerville
SUSCO, CAMILLA P 90 Market Street, Northampton
TANNER, MARGARET V 41 Butler Street, Salem
WARD, DOROTHY V 124 Morrison Avenue, Somerville
WHEELER, ALVA D 148 Derbv Road, Melrose
WILSON, V. VELMA 18 Kenwood Road, Peabody
YAFFE, DOROTHY 387 Salem Street, Maiden
ZMIJEWSKA, SOPHIE D 165 Derbv Street, Salem
Simior %}\^\) Jfresljman IDirettorp
BAILEY, DORIS E 19 Cherry Street, Danvers
BENNER, CONSTANCE A 21 Traincroft, Medford
BRESNAHAN, MARIE R 398 Essex Street, Salem
BRINKLER, VERA H 15 Goldthwait Street, Lvnn
BURKE, KATHLEEN 20 Olive Street, Newburvport
CARON, EMILY 28 Bow Street, Salem
CARTER, DORIS W 215 Locust Street, Danvers
CHAGNON, PHYLLIS M. . , . . 3 Devereux Street, Salem
CHAISSON, ELEANOR ] 27 Blanev Street, Swampscott
COFFEY, DOROTHEA F 10 Flint Street, Salem
COLLINS, DONALD 12 Kernwood Drive, Lvnn
DANDENEAU, ELIZABETH M 725 Chestnut Street, North Andover
DANIELS, RUTH M 21 Bradford Street, Salem
DOLAN, MARY E. 345 Massachusetts Avenue, Lexington
FREEMAN, GEORGE D 50 Autumn Street, Lvnn
FRIZZELL, BARBARA 216 Loring Avenue, Salem
GETCHELL, GORDON 16 Irving Road, Lvnn
HAMMER, MARION A 20 Salem Street, Lynn
HOLMAN, VIRGINIA A 277A Highland Avenue, Somerville
HOLMES, PRISCILLA M 58 Sturtevant Street, Beverly
HUGELMANN, PHYLLIS E 5 Smith Avenue, Somerville
KENNEALLY, FRANCIS
J
29 Wisteria Street, Salem
KENNEDY, FRANCIS V 77 Robinson Street, West Lvnn
KRAMER, GERTRUDE 40 Goodale Road, Mattapan
SAFFER, LUCILLE E 89 Boston Street, Salem
SAVELS, MARTHA E 170 Powderhouse Boulevard, West Somerville
SHURMASTER, DOROTHY 141 Washington Avenue, Chelsea
WAITT, BARBARA 101 Main Street, Saugus
WILKINS, RUBY MARION 9A Ashland Street, Somerville
ZETLEN, SOI'HIE 17 Roslvn Street, Salem
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ANNE P. ADLIiBIiRG
54 Church Street, L\ nn January 23
"Si/iiles that din iiuinn
The blood, yet teach a charm.
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4, Soccer 3, 4;
Volley Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3. 4; Bowling 1, 2, 3, 4; Head of Hiking
2; Elementary Representative 5; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4, Vice-President 4, Execu-
tive Board 2, 3, 4; Mathematics Club 3; Chairman Mock Man Dance 3;
Chairman \V. A. A. Handbook 4; Luncheon Chairman W. A. A. Banquet
2, 3; Plav Day Committee 2, 3; Class Day Banquet 4; Alumni Editor Lo,? 3,
Sports Writer 3, Reporter 2; Christmas Pageant 4; Class Dav Pageant 3;
Junior Pageant 2.
ELEANOR LOUISE BIRCH
'Birchie"
22 Oneida Street, Lynn December 6
"Thou art my wit, and thou my virtue art. "
Glee Club 4; Cap and Gown Committee 4; W. A. A. 4, Christmas Pageant
PHILOMENA MARY BUCCELLI
•Phil"
71 Bon.iir Street, Somervillc July 15
"Sing care away with .{port and play,
Pastime is all our pleasure."
Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; \'ollev Ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Field Ball
1, 2, 3; Archery 1, 2; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 4; Girl Scout Club 2, 3,
Treasurer 3; W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas Pageant 4.
DORIS CHICK
"Chickie"
42 Lawrence Street, Wakefield Januarv 29
Thy pretty tunes
Done with so good a grace,
Extol thy name."
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Vollev Ball 1, 2, 3; Field Ball 1,
Baseball 1 ; Glee Club 2, 3, 4; W. A. A. 2, 3, 4; Chapel Choir 2; Operetta 2,
Play Day Committee 3; Class Day Committee 3; Christmas Pageant
Class Day Pageant 2; Assistant Editor Year Book 4.
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MIRIAM LOUISE HILL
345 Eastern Avenue, Lvnn Ji-il^' -5
" Aiodest as morn, as mid-day bright;
Gentle as evening, cool as night."
Class Representative 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; Camera Club 4; Chapel Choir
1, 2; W. A. A. 3, 4; Operetta 1, 2, Social Committee 3; Class Day Pageant 2;
Christmas Pageant 3, 4.
DOROTHY B. LITCHMAN
"Dot" "Dotcie"
9 Circle Street, Marhlehead Julv 13
"/ know the ways of learning."
Field Ball 1, Tennis 1, 2, 3; Nevvcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Art Club 2; Camera Club
3, W. A. A. 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3; Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas
Pageant 3.
FRANCES MARGUERITE MacDONALD
"Fran"
74 Ahorn Street, Peahody Januarv 24
"/ know the ways of honor; what maintains
The quick returns of courtesy and wit."
B.iskerhall 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Willev Ball 1, 2, \V. A. A. 4; Camera
C iuh 3, 4, President 4, Class Day Pageant 2.
EDITH MANUEL
"Edic"
I'ark Street, L\ nn October 12
"Look what she says, I may assure
Myself thereof she will not feign."
Basketball 1, 2, 3; Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Vollev Ball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2;
Field Ball 1, 2, Art Club 2, 3, 4, President 2. 3. W A. A. 1. 2, 3, 4, Head of
Miking 3; Invitation Promenade Committee 3; Ring Committee 4; Art
Editor Year Book 4.
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Y\t)NNi; l.AL'RA MONGEAU
'
' \ on'
'
11 L\ man Si rcct , L\ iiii January 22
"Much mirth aud no mildness.
All good and no badness."
Newcomb 1, 2, 3, 4; Volley Ball 1, 2, 3; Basketball 3; W. A. A. 4; Glee
Club 2; Operetta 2; Camera Club 3, 4; Class Day Pageant 2; Christmas
Pageant 3, 4.
RUTH E. TALBOT
W akuii Ri)acl, Beverly October 26
"
' / meant she should be courteous, facile, sweet.
Hating that solemn vice of greatness, pride.
Basketball I, 3; Newcomb 1, 3, 4; Field Ball 1; Volley Ball 1, 3; Council
Representative 3; Glee Club 2, 3, 4; Operetta 2, 3, 4; Chapel Choir 1; W. A.
A. 1, 3, 4; General Welfare Committee 3; Social Committee 2; Play Day
Committee 3; Christmas Pageant Committee 4; Class Day Programs Com-
mittee 4; Class Day Pageant 3; Christmas Pageant 4.
LEPHIA ELLA WARREN
'"Elna"
355 High Street, Dakon May 1
"And virtues hath she many moe
Than J icith pen have skill to show.
Basketball 4, Newcomb 4, Orchestra 4; W. A. A. 4.
Receives Certificate.
Spring ZDotij iBlolu l^fjitelp
Spring doth blow whitelv with hawthorn, my love.
And soil is sweet with the turning,
But summer comes soon and autumn, mv love,
Is brief as thv candle a-burning.
So come trip it featly with me, dear my love,
For the dance will not be repeating
And manv a spring may blow whitelv, mv love,
Ere thy kiss seem so precious a greeting.
D. E. B, -37
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SPECIAL EDUCATION SENIORS
Second Row: P. Buccelli, R. Talbot, Miss HofF, Faculty Adviser; D. Chick, E. Warren, Y. Mongeau
First Row: M. Hill, A. Adieberg, F. MacDonald, D. Litchman, E. Birch
Special Class l^ill
\ ERY Special—Last \\ ill and Testament
OF THE
Most Special—Education Department
AT
State Teachers College, Salem, Massachusetts
Vve, the remains of the Special Class of Nineteen Hundred Thirty-Four, being
inhrm of mind and hodv according to analysis byjohn J. B. Morgan, believe that they
are wise who profit bv the experience of others, deem it necessary to dispose of our
wealth, both tangible and intangible.
1. To Dr. Pitman—bigger and better Special Education chisscs.
2. To Miss HofF—an aggressive class endowed with a reasonable degree ol in-
telligence; a time clock so that she can tell whether or not to keep the students over-
time, and a secretary to work in her private office.
3. Miss Walker—a beach wagon to convev her class to the various points ot the
ci)mpass; an invisible chamber to be used for observation purposes by the Special Class.
4. Miss Perrv— a law saving that all students must pay an equipment fee on the
first day of school; a class that has abilitv in design.
5. Miss Gour\ille a new basketball; an t)iitlinc of Ph\sical Education for
Special Class.
6. Mr. Whitman an ideal |unk pile from which all material nia\ be obi.lined,
enabling the students to complete their experiments.
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7. Mr. Linlc hcM \\ kslic^. .ini.1 .1 Sptxial class thai n)iiiaiiis \\ t)iKlcr paint-
ers, carpenters and cabinet makers.
8. Miss Munvan—a set of new ovens, a place for dishwipcrs, and the memory of
her lirst "Special Ed" class.
As Individuals, the Specials Bkqulath tiiI' following:
.
1. Eleanor Birch leaves her temporarily-abandoned skill in applying cosmetics,
and prowess in carrying on a conversation regardless of the situation.
2. Dorothy Litchman bestows upon all who do not find time to prepare their
lessons, her secret recipe for the situation, also her ability to bisect a sandwich and
still follow the rules qf good etiquette.
3. Doris Chick leaves to all the dance fans who frequent the g\ m at noon, her
ability to plav the piano. Also, she bequeaths (with pleasure) her place in the rumble
seat of a certain car, especially on stormy days.
4. Ruth Talbot gives to all lovesick S. T. C. pals autographed copies of her latest
book , The Ties That Bind.
5- Anne Adleberg leaves her ability to lind excuses for every situation. Lest we
forget, Anne bequeaths to all the lassies of S. T. C. her unusual athletic ability.
6. Miriam Hill, the girl with the sweet disposition and charming personality,
agrees to part with all the knowledge that she has grasped during the past year. (We
hope that it will be a help to some other "Special Edder" who is in distress.)
7. Frances McDonald will relinquish her freckles to all the "pale-face" beauties,
also the secret of her success in accomplishing her work in a certain class.
8. Yvonne Mongeau bequeaths her unusual ability in sewing and other types of
handwork—also her primness and shyness toward certain members of the school.
9. Edith Manuel leaves her artistic ability and her fondness for athletics.
10. Ella Warren leaves her attractive accent that was acquired while at school
way down in "Virginny."
11. Philomena Buccelli leaves her outstanding ability; that of meeting people
with ease and carrying on a conversation in the same manner. Here is another lady
who bequeaths her "do or die" spirit in athletics.
The Special Education Class bequeaths to the State Teachers College at Salem,
the wish that the Class of 1935 will always uphold her fair name and will bring honor
and glory to her Alma Mater in the future years.
\\ herefore, in the presence of witnesses, on this 20th day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-four, we do hereby affix our signature.
Special Education of 1934
In witness of which we, the undersigned, do hereby sign our John Hancocks.
Charlie \'as Dere
Count De Change
M. I. Good
R. U. There
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d)e t^og;, ;%>pfciiil Class cllumnar jluinbfr, June, 1050
NLWS IHh HOUR
Scientist MacOoiiald, returning from Xyzpopopo-
los, brings many startling facts about the rede-
veloping of films. She is remembered here for her
reorganization of the science department, as she
installed immovable chairs in the lecture room and
placed suitable signs on all mysterious doors.
SOCIETY
The former Miss Ruth Talbot is presenting the
oldest of her four daughters, Jacqueline, to society
on Thursdav evening at her spacious home in Bev-
erly Hills, California. The alumnae regret that there
IS not a boy in the family to carry on the name that
they heard so frequently at S. T. C.
COLLEGE NOTES
Phil Buccelli, assistant to Miss Gourville in the
Physical Education Department at S. T. C, has
launched her spring program of sports. We hope that
this season will be as laurel-crowned in basketball
as the past one has been. As of old, in her modest
way she replied to our interviewer, "The secret of
my success, you ask? I have neither secret nor suc-
cess."
HANDBOOK OF ATHLETICS
by Anne Adlederg
Price 5 whistles
In reviewing this book we wish to say that Miss
Adleberg has compiled a tremendous amount of
valuable material from her wealth of experience
with athletics, both here and abroad.
PERSONAL
Yvonne Mongeau, Supervisor of Handwork at
Waverley, has divulged to her associates the fact
that in her spare time she is revealing her philosophy
of lite in a bouk to be eiititleJ, ilx [•ranh Girl with
Other Idfits.
Do you want to be the most attractive girl at the
party? Do you want all eyes turned upon you when
you enter a room? If you do, send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to nie at the Personality Dept.,
Bog Office
—
Doris Chick
ADVERTISEMENT
Miss Warren's Boarding Hall
A selected place for selected students.
Under the capable direction of Miss Ella Warren,
Teachers College graduate and mistress of boarding-
house arts. She features the nJ libtdo plan for meals.
Several times a week Edith Manuel interprets and
gives special instruction in the Dance of the Elves
for the undergraduates of S. T. C. It has been found
to be a valuable procedure.
PSYCHOLOGY
The travelling psychological and psychiatric
clinic has been here this week to analyze the small
town situation. It is also giving some advice to
those teachers w-ho are having difficulty with boys
in the Special Class. It is willing to offer suggestions
to those who are thus troubled; however, no cure is
guaranteed. Eleanor Birch and Dororh\- Licchman
are members of this clinic.
ADVERTISEMENT
Hill s Busses
For all students when on their travels from Lynn
to Salem. At any hour. Also from Salem to Lynn.
Special accommodations furnished for students, such
as desks, pen, ink, pencil and paper together with
many useful texts. Light lunches furnished every
fifteen minutes.
Call 281-Apple "I'll see vou on the bus."
Biarp of a Special €bucation ^tubnit
After the fiianner of Samuel Sewall
Septeinher 13, 1933—I, together with ten other girls, was admitted into the ranks
of that very special group, the Special Education Class.
Monday, September 18—Having difficulty adjusting to one's environment.
Attempted to evolve from the depths of our mmds the reason for our return.
Thursdav morning 21 —Introduced to Hollingworth and Terman.
W ednesdav mornmg, September 27—About nine of the clock our joll\ little group
in companv with several other schoolmates, set sail from the Warren Street Bridge
for a trip around Boston Harbor. Great must be our liking for Special Education, as
no one expressed any desire to jump overboard or to be upon the liners sailing down
the harbor. Our happiness was evident as we blended our sweet voices in song.
October 5—Luncheon headquarters changed to shower room because of lack of
space and a desire for privacy.
Friday, October 6—A Downpour of assignments after a dry spell of idleness.
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November. Third day, November.—Busy developing "muscular coordination"
and rrving hard to become "mechanically-minded" bv making footstool upon which
to place our weary feet at the end of a long, long day.
We set out about three hours bv the sun for Waverlev and arrived before the
appointed time. Had interesting visit trying to distinguish the cretin and hvdro-
cephalic. Stayed close together in fear of being mistaken for an inmate.
December 5—Developing great lung capacity by blowing glass. Our desire—
a
good junk pile in which we could find lead pipe, tin cans, bottles, stoppers, et cetera.
Thursday, December 7—Teaching the special class is the reason for worried
expressions on our faces and our more numerous dashes to the training school.
5th Day, January 18, 1934—Mental relaxation needed after struggle with "warps"
and "woofs." Desire granted by celebration in lunch room, followed bv slight re-
gression to childhood, demonstrated in music room.
January 22nd—Off on t)ur professional careers at last! Great hopes and ambitions.
February 5th—Working hard trying out our numerous plans and suggestions.
Applied methods learned at S. T. C. with success m some cases.
Thursday, February 15th—Confident of ability to write a book on childhood
problems and their solution, after completing our case studies.
February sixteenth, Friday—Grateful to Miss Hoff for those promised visits and
for information concerning ourselves, imparted to us in those short interviews.
Monday, March 5—This day rode to Boston to meet my fellow-Travaillers; then
proceeded to the conference. Pet phrase of the day: "Where have I heard that before?"
March fourteenth—Latest discoveries—two eyes and two hands insufficient when
peace and order are desired in our classrooms; ingenuity required, to carry out unit of
work, especially under close supervision. Making frequent references to notebook.
First day, April—Back to the labors of our special course, much against our
wishes. A few attacks of indigestion after first cooking lesson. Diagnosis unavailable.
April seventeenth—Successful in attempts at duplicating the "Walls of Jericho."
May 7—Precaution suggested when working around science rooms: Danger of
opening wrong doors.
8th May—The \'irginia Reel chosen as the form of activity desired foi our in-
formal g\'m period, and wondering afterwards for what level oi intelligence it is
suited. Possibly the morons?
\\ ednesday. May 9—All more or less worried about our "repressed desires." One
never knows what they may lead to, does one?
May 14—Reading The Mind That Toiind Itselj in the futile research iov our own.
June 1—Class in reminiscent mood but not forgetting to look forward to ihe 15rh
and still further to the dav when we "take our own class in September."
Midweek June 11 —Like all good students of Special Education, keeping busy up
to the last minute. Although the road traveled was a rock\ one at times, the past
year has its pleasant memories which will alwa\ s be our sLib|ect of conversation at the
numerous reunions to follow.
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COOPERATIN E COUNCIL
Third Row: R. Goldthwaite, A. Davis, C. Yagjian, K. McCarthy, C. Benner, M. Shaughnessy, D. Hooker,
A. Malonev, J. Cannon, E. Franzen, M. O'Rourke, R. White
Second Row: B. Edniondson, A. Pelletier, H. Irving, A. Keane, A. Rousseau, J. Roderick, Mr. Whitman,
Faculty' Adiiser; G. Cotter, E. Gainey, A. Ringer, S. Mvers
First Row: Miss Bunton, Miss Roberts, Faculty Advisers; C. Henry, C. Richardson, E. Leavitt, L. McHugh,
D, Littlehale, H. Sacco, M. Staples, J. Moakley
CobperatiUe Council
The Cooperative Council consisrs of rhirr\ -four representatives from the various
classes and clubs, four executive officers, and three faculrv advisers.
The portion of the blanket fee allotted for entertainment purposes this vear has
been spent for a reception to the freshmen, for an address bv Dr. E. Howard Griggs,
and for a foimal dance. The Apollo Male Quartet was also presented to the school
through the cooperation of the Council and the Glee Club.
This vear a New York Savings Fund was sponsored hv the Council for the pur-
pose of enabling students to save money for the New York convention. Besides the
three delegates sent hv the Council, one from each department, fifteen students were
able to attend this April convention because of the Fund.
The officers who have led the Council activities for this year are as follows:
President, Edna Leavitt; Vice-President, Lillian McHugh; Secretary, Dorothv Littlehale;
Treasurer, Christine Richardson; Chairman Social Committee, Genevieve Cotter; Chairman
Assembly Committee, Lucille Davis; Chairman General Welfare Committee, Janet Moaklev.
The facultv advisers were Miss Gertrude Bunton, Miss Elizabeth Roberts, and Mr.
W alter Whitman.
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COMMERCIAL COUNCIL
Second Kow: Mr. Phillips, Faculty Advner:]. Welch, R. Amiro, J. Fouhey, L. McMeninicn, Mr. Sproul,
Fticuhy Adviser
First K()w: \. Komarin, D. Sidmore, E. Mavn.irJ, M. Cormier, A. Le.ihv, D. Covell, K. Lichman, N. Deiiisey
Commercial Council
The Commercial Council, comprised of twelve members of the Commercial
Department, three from each class, was reorganized this year with Mr. Sproul and
Mr. Phillips as faculty advisers. The following members were elected to serve as
odicers for the term: Ch.nrw.in , Alice Leahy; Treasurer, ]o\\n Fouhey; Secretary, Norton
Demsey.
The \'isual Education Committee assisted by other members of the Council
conducted a survey of all of the films, slides, and projectors available in the college
and training school. This list is to be catalogued and placed at the disposal of all
desiring reference to such information.
Having learneii how to operate the moving-|iicture machine, the members of the
Council are always ready and willing to present educational films for the benefit of
any class requesting this service. The Business Organization Class has profited greatly
bv the presentation of a series of these films depicting several United States' industries.
The Council has inaugurated this \e.u- an anini.il banquet and entertainment for
the Commercial Department.
The year has biought to the Council an increased visit)n of its opportunii ics and
a deeper understanding of its purpose. The Council has had to progress slowly, but
from a humble beginning it is bound to assume a place of growing importance in the
life of the Commercial Department.
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SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Secrttarj', C. Marshall; President, M. Shaughnessy; Vke-Presiileiit, C. Gatcly; Trensiirer, E. Oliver
MIDDLE CLASS COUNCIL
Second Kou.- M. Daniels, E. McGlew, A. Wheeler, M. Bohenko, M. George
First Row: E. Buker, E. Goulart, E. Franzen, R. Whitney, H. Skornik
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JOHN BURROUGHS CLUB
Second Row: A. Carroll, F. Shea, C. Brady. ' H. Mathewson, C. Brown, M. Bradley, M. Adams,
E. Hagan
Firsr Rou.- C. Bartell. M. Donovan, M. Curcio, L Johnson. M. Mullen, Miss Goldsmith, Faculty Adiiser;
E. Gsiney, D. Hooker, M. Shaughnessy
;^lol)n lLiiirroiigl)5 ^liib
The John Burroughs Club caters to the interest ot nature lovers. Interest this year
was centered on New England birds, both residents and visitants.
An .\rbor Day program was given by the club for the student body.
\'isits to Peabody Museum and Ropes Memorial greenhouse were made in the
winter and a bird walk in Danvers Woods was taken in the spring.
In the social calendar are included a Salmagundi Party, Acquaintance party, and
a \\ hite Elephant Sale.
To close the year's activities the entire club spent a day in Boston visiting the
Natural History Museum and the Arboretum.
The club is advised by Miss Gertrude B. Goldsmith; the executive board is com-
posed of: Edna Gainey, President; Marie Mullen, Vice-President; Anne Cunningham,
Secretary: Dorothy Hooker, Treasurer; Margaret Berkeley and Mary Bradley.
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CAMERA CLUB
Third Row: R. Okerson, E. Shea, A. Mitchell, A. Ernst, G. Cotter, H. Brennan, L. Banks, M. Hoiirihan,
C. Cotter, P. Perreaiilt, M. Tanner
Second Row: E. Gauld, E. McGlew, M. Johnson, C. Atwater, M. Wells, G. McN'ann, C. Siisco, D. Yatfe,
J. Grossman, E. Posner
First Row: R. Southwick, C. Richardson, C. Yagjian, P. Cutter, Mr. Whiunan, b',ici<lty Adviser; T. Crowley,
K. Hackett, A. Perry, B. Kingston
Camera Clul)
The members of this year's Camera Club have been zealously attempting to learn
many new phases of photography. Mr. Whitman, our adviser, with his indefatigable
patience and broad knowledge has aided us in all our efforts. After each business ses-
sion, a new section of photography has been demonstrated by Mr. Whitman.
The making of silhouettes seems to have been one of our most delightful activi-
ties. Each member present at the meeting posed for his silhouette showing himself
engaged in some sport or other activity, thus bringing to light many of the interests
of members. After the pictures were taken they were immediately developed in the
"dark room." On the next day, groups were to be seen hurrving to the Camera Club
to observe and comment on the pictures.
In addition to the silhouettes the work has included tinting with both oil and
water colors, enlarging, copying, and trick photography. These have been practiced
by the members during their individual work periods, with much success.
The Camera Club bulletin board has been a source of news for members as well
as a place to display samples of the work which they have done.
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LITERARY-DRAMATIC CLUB
Third Roll A. Pelletier, V. Borys, M. Duncan, E. Gilman, E. Russell, D. Petersen, C. Dennen, M. Murpli v,
E. Oliver, H. Szydiowski
Second Row: E. Riker, D. Mott, L. Cornwell, L. Gagnon, H. Irving, M. Michaels, M. O'Toole, L. Glugeth,
G. Solar, A. Dugan, M. Welch
First Row: I. Griffin, M. Grimes, M. Wheeler, E. Murray, A. De Pippo, Miss EJwarJs, Faculty Adviser;
B. Edniondson, G. Tinkham, F. List, L. Keith
1litrrari> = dramatic Club
Through the efforts of a small number of literary and dramatic enthusiasts, a new
organization, the Literarv-Dramatic Club, began its official career in September, with
Miss Alice H. Edwards as faculty adviser, and the following officers: President, Beatrice
Edmondson; Vice-President, Mildred O'Toole; Secretary, Agnes O'Laughliii; Treasurer,
\'ictoria Borvs.
The regular meetings of the vear were grouped about such topics as plavs, books,
and poetrv. In the fall, the club appeared in the foreground of the College activities
by presenting in assemblv a comedy entitled Suppressed Desires. The Christmas season
was celebrated bv a partv at which the membeis represented Charles Dickens, Robert
Burns and other celebrities. An interesting introduction to the studv of poetrv was
given at an English Tea with Reverend W. F. A. Stride as guest reader.
The big event of the Club's year occurred in February, wiicii the members pre-
sented two one-act plays, The Teeth of the Gift Horse and Mrs. Oakley's Telephone. These
proved interesting and profitable both to the audience and the club members.
The first vear's activities seem to piophesy a promising future toi the Literary-
Dramatic C^lub.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
T/jtrd Row: E. Del Ciello, U. W'hitniore, A. Kcane, D. Colbv, |. Cunningham, G. Husson, V. Chiidlcigli, B.
Doyle
Second Row: E. Tarbell, G. Szczepanska, M. Goldberg, T. Wiley, C. Mooney, L. Ward, E. Sullivan, S. Tol-
chinsky
First Row: A. Partanen, H. Skornik, S. Waldman, E. Rock, Miss Cructenden, Fjculty Adviser; H. Sacco, I.
Cohen, E. Ehler, M. Staples
international l\elations Clulj
On regular club days the members studied the Latin-American countries and
the work of the League of Nations. Current events were discussed at other meetings.
A new feature was the club reading table at which members met for one half hour
weekly to read current literatuie and to review manv new books received during the
yeai
.
The bulletin board was both interesting and beneficial with its arrav of clippings.
Many outside s]->eakers addressed the club. Miss HofF presented a most interesting
account of her travels abroad; Mr. Cronkhite spoke on international drama; Mr.
Matthews gave an illustrated lecture on India; Mr. Donald Woods presented several
aspects of international government.
Cooperating with Dr. Pitman the members collected pictures of leading American
cities, which were sent to Venice, Italy, for use in the elementary schools. Ten mem-
bers attended the Model League Assembly held at Harvard College March 8, 9, 10.
On May 18 the club presented its annual assembly program. A petition urging
that the United States reinforce the League's contribution to peace bv stating terms
under which membership would be possible was presented to the student bodw
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LOG STAFF
Second Row: E. Osborne, D. Littleh.ile, R. Whitney, W. Nolan, M. Murphy, A. Allen, L. Chorlian, A.
Parcanen
Fnst Row: M. Koskev, C. Gately, L. Betrs, D. Hooker, Miss Edwards, Miss Porter, Faculty Advisers; R.
Gaunt, E. Maynard, A. Rousseau
log ^taff
The Lo^ stair of '34 feci char thev have completed a very bus\' and .i very pleasant
vear together. For the first time since the Staff 's organizarion, delegates were sent to
the Columbia Scholastic Press Association Convention in New York. With the re3li:<:a-
tion that contacts with other school press representatives and people prominent in the
world of journalism are invaluable in maintaining and furthering a good school paper,
the convention is certain to be an annual feature on the staff program. The rating of
first place in the convention contest is a challenge to all future staff members.
While the Editor-in-Chief, Rowena Gaunt, was in training the paper was issued
by the following: Corinne Gately, Managing Editor, the Februar\- number; Dorothy
Hooker and Michael Koskey, Associate Editors, the March and .\pril numbers, respec-
tiveh'. This plan was inaugurated to give the assisting editors a real chance to handle
all the details in the editing of the paper. Ernestine Mavnard acted as business manager
throughout the vear.
With the election of the new Stalf \n May a get-together is bemg planned at
which the new members will be dul\- introduced to their iluties.
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MATHEMATICS CLUB
Second Row- M. Lally, M. Carter, G. Stern, E. Neal, R. Hall, V. Bauer, A. Pinto
First Row: B. Dahlen, A. Maloney, Miss Stone, Faculty Adviser; R. Patten, D. Thompson, L. Betts
iHatf)ematicfi Club
The theme around which the Mathematics Club chose to weave its work this
year w^as Money Management. Questionnaires on various phases of this subject
—
allowances, earning money, prices of food and clothing—have been formulated by
club members and given to the student bodv. Factors so revealed have appealed in
each issue of the Log.
Several members of the club attended a universitv extension course in monev
management.
Information gleaned from the questionnaires, the Monev Management course,
and a visit with Miss Barnard to the schools in Brookline furnished the basis for the
club's assemblv program.
The club's leaders for the year 1933-1934 were: President, Anna Maloney; Vice-
President, Rebecca Patten; Secretary, Doroth\- Thompson; Treasurer, Bernice Dahlen.
The club's facultv adviser is Miss Mildred Stone.
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GLEE CLUB
President, Ruth Goldthwaite; Vice-President, Hilda Joyce, Treasurer, Mary Dillon; Secretary, Ruth Marcus;
Librarian, Erma Buker; Accompanist, Clara Morson; Faculty Adviser, C. Francis Woods
(§lef Club
The Glee Club marks the year 1933-1934 as one of the most successful and enjoy-
able in its existence. The list of concert engagements was officially opened with a
typical Pops Concert in December. March brought the young engineers of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute to Salem for a joint concert. In April, the girls went to Worcester
for a return concert. \'arious picnics, parties, and a dance filled out a happy year.
The standard of excellent singing which has always been maintained m the club
is due to the tireless efforts of Mr. C. Francis Woods, director, faculty adviser, and
true friend of the ninety girls constituting its membership. Every Thursday afternoon
throughout the year the Glee Club met for an hour of enjoyment in singing familiar
songs and learning ne\y ones under the skillful baton of the director.
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TRI MU CLUB
Third Kow: M. Otto, H. Rcgish, L. Coriiwell, R. Soiithwick, A. Leahy, D. Littlehale, D. Covell
Second Row: F. Allen, E. Shirt, Miss Hoff, Faciilry Adviser; L. Gagnon, H. Wardzala, S. Toichinsky
First Kow: M. Znuidsky, H. Staiiwood, H. Szydlowski, H. Irving, U. Whitmore, A. Dugan, A. Partanen
Cri iHu Club
The Tri Mu Club, organized primarily for the purpose of uniting, through various
social activities, the boarding students and those students who reside in Salem, began
another year's work by initiating the new members on the evening of October 17.
Each monthly partv was successful, owing to the large number who attended,
but especially to be remembered is that gay affair, the Christmas Party, with holly,
wreaths, a small Christmas tree, and even small gift jokes. Miss Hoff, in a most
interesting manner, made the holiday more beautiful and sacred by telling of her
journev through the Holy Land, and by showing us the manv souvenirs and coins
that she had brought back to Salem. The Club, as has been its custom for several
years, sold attractive Christmas cards bearing the school seal.
After the many enjoyable winter parties, the members are looking forward to
the annual May dance and to the boat trip to Baker's Island—two events which will
close the activities of the Tri Mu Club for another vear.
The officers of Tri Mu are; President, Hester Irving; Treasurer, M. Ursula \\ hit-
more; Secretary, Helena Szvdlowski; Faculty Adviser, Miss Lillian Hoff.
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GIRL SCOUT CLUB
Second Row: B. Austin, P. Harris, B. Hickey, V. Vaughan, M. Webb. D. Littlehale, S. Thompson, E. Mc-
Nulty, E. Strachan
First Row: L. Rand, L. Cann, R. Gaunt, R. W'liitnev, j. Moakicv, Miss Buncon, Facu/tj AiUiser; P. Robinson,
H. Brown, A. Murphy
The Girl Scout Club aimed this veai to carry out a program centeied around the
training for Scout leadership. Our first speaker, Mrs. Sargent H. W'ellman of the
Massachusetts Girl Scout Headquarters, aided in the realization of our aim hy suggest-
ing an interesting and flexible program for the \ ear. With this as a foundation, the
meetings were planned so that definite scouting activities were combined with games
and good times.
The Christmas and March ITrh meetings were occasions for enjoyable parties,
and the spring meetings were held outdoors as frequently as possible. One week-end
was spent at a Girl Scout camp. Four members attended the Inter-Collegiate Girl
Scout Club Conference at Cedar Hill in April. Miss Bunton was the faculty adviser of
the Girl Scout Club.
The officers for the year 1933-1934 were; President, Janet Moakley; Vice-President,
Phyllis Robinson; Secretary, Helen Brown; Treasurer, Ruih \\ hitne\
.
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ART CLUB
Third Kow: N. Creedon, W. Nolan, G. Freeman, F. Kenneally, D. Briggs, D. Daigle
Second Kow: D. McKinnon, R. Moses, C. Cummings, O. Motyka, V. Papaniechail
First Row: T. Bailev, M. Kiernan, Miss Perry, Faculty Adviser; L. Hosker, C. Santoliquido, I. Brooking
^rt Chitj
The Arr Club, one of our long-escahlished gioiips, organized early in September
with the following officers: President, Lucy Hosker; Vice-President, Sylvia Myers;
Secretary, Thelma Bailey; Treasurer, Marjorie Kiernan; Publicity Chairman, Curbina
Santoliquido; Faculty Adviser, Miss Perry.
With the sueeestions and interest of students fiom the Massachusetts School of
Art who have been assisting in the Training School this year, the Art Club has held
many unusual meetings. In October there was a Hallowe'en party with appropriate
decorations, games, and refieshments. A new process of celluloid etching was demon-
strated at the November meeting. During the Christmas season, block printing was
the chief activity. In February the Art Club spent a pleasant afternoon at the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts. April meetings were devoted to craft work. A sketching trip
and a picnic ended the year's activities.
For its assembly program the Art Club presented to the entiie school a three-reel
him, "From Clay to Bronze."
Two art clubs have been foimed in the Training School through the efforts of
Art Club members. It is hoped that the new organizations will prove so successful
that rhev will be carried on again next year.
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M. A. A. EXECUTIVE BOARD
I. Komarin, Secretary; R. Amiro, I'/cc-PreuJeiit; D. Briggs, Pres/dent; Mr. Pliillips, Faculty Adviser; W. Nolan,
Treastirtr
MI'N'S BASKI'.TBALL TEAM
Second Row: W. Nolan, A. Levy, L. Leckar, j. Cunningham, G. Gordon
First Row: I. Komann, J. Twoliig, G. Husson, J. Roderick, G. Freeman
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVE BOARD
Second Row: B. McKenna, H. Anderson, F. Shea, E. Russell, M. Webb, Miss Wallace, Faculty Adviser; D.
Petersen, E. Franzen, M. Michaels, A. Monagle, I. Casale
First Row: D. Mott, V. Wilson, M. Donovan, F. List, R. White, L. Del Rossi, H. Brown, C. MacDonald,
M. Murphy
ly^omen'^ ^tljletic Association
Cooperation was the theme chosen hv our executive board in planning, organiz-
ing, and carrying on all athletics and social activities of the W omen's Athletic Asso-
ciation this vear.
The guidance given us hv our able director, Miss Wallace, and the enthusiasm
contributed bv our loyal coach, Miss Gourville. helped to make this year a most
successful one.
The board, increased to twentv-one members, with Riia White as president,
outlined at the first annual meeting in September its extensive plans for a very active
year. Among the new activities planned and carried out this year were: the Povertv
Party, the Mid-Winter Formal, the Snow Train to New Hympshirc, and the first
Alumni Basketball Game.
The Harvard-Yale competition has continued at fever pitch throughout the year
with Yale having a slight edge on Harvard at present. It is possible that John Harvard
mav have to relinquish his proud position of first place to old Eli. Both Harvard and
Yale have maintained in all their games high standards of cooperation and fair play.
May this spirit of cooperation which has been our goal this vear, continue unflag-
gingly as Harvard and Yale renew their struggle for supremacy in athletics.
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^\)t IBullrtin H^Oiiib
Everv morning, noon, and afternoon tind \\ . A. A. members congregating in the
Hygiene Room. The center of attraction is the bulletin board, which, under the able
supervision of Anne Adleberg and her assistant Carolvn MacDonald, has truly become
the official organ of the W. A. A.
Every dav on the bulletin board are seen Hashing posters magnetically focusing
the eyes of Yale and Harvard members, arousing their spirit of courage, determination,
lovaltv, and cooperation. Under the various heads are placed ream lists, schedules,
and other material of interest to members of the \\ . A. A.
It is on the bulletin board that the Harvaid versus Yale results of all tourna-
ments are published. A chart depicting the various sports and victorv-loss proportions
was made. On this chart were recorded the positions of the two major teams. The
1933-1934 competition aroused much enthusiasm, as Yale awoke from the inertia of
last year and dragged Harvard to defeat in the soccer-fieldball series. Basketball,
volleyball, bowling, baseball, and other tournament games were interestingly record-
ed on charts.
The bulletin board is a faithful recorder of the ups and downs of Harvard and
Yale in the various tournaments. Other activities as the Mid-Winter Formal, the
Poverty Party, the \'ictory Tea, the Countrv Fair, hikes, and other events have been
effectively heralded bv this mouthpiece of the Women's .Athletic Association.
The increased membership of the W. .\. A. has necessitated the publishing of a
handbook to bring closer to the students the meaning of the Women's Athletic
Association.
During the past vears, it has been customarv to hold monthlv meetings to explain
the sports carried on, and various functions of this association; but due to the growing
membership, it is impossible to conduct these meetings.
This handbook will endeavor to explain to the students the activities in which
the association takes part, the functions which it sponsors, the point svstem and
awards, the constitution of the W omen's Athletic Association, and the songs and
cheers of the W. A. A.
We greatly appreciate the efforts of Mr. Little of the Salem Tiaining School
Faculty, who has made it possible to publish this handbook, and w^e extend our thanks
to Miss Mira Wallace and Miss Marguerite Gourville, our advisers, and to the Chair-
man and the staff of her associates, through whose efforts a Women's Athletic Associa-
tion Handbook has been made possible.
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(Tljf Coimtri' Jfair
Tlic incn\ nionrli ot iVLiy marked the date of the W. A. A.'s second annual
revival o( that rapidl\- disappearing phenomenon, the Countr\- Fair.
Gailv decorated game booths, brightly colored grab bags, fortune tellers, barkers,
exhibits, prizes, old-fashioned dances and entertainment — all revived once more the
typically g^iy, colorful atmosphere of a country fair.
Everywhere, joyous whoops and meny laughter preceded groups of Hirams and
Mirandys as they tried their skill at the tempting game booths, took a turn about the
floor in time to a good old tune, or leisurely strolled about the grounds, contentedly
enjox ing lolly-pops, peanuts, delicious cake, and other refreshments.
The untiring efforts of the W. A. A. to make the Country Fair the outstanding
social event of the year were doubly rewarded by the wholehearted attendance of both
the members of the faculty and the student body. Their obvious enjoyment and ap-
preciation of the Country Fair has most assuredly established it as a delightful and
worthwhile event, here to stav with us as an annual affair.
On April eleventh, the Yale ream introduced a new event into the social calendar
of the W. A. A. A victory tea was tendered to Harvard as a tribute to Harvard's stirring
victory in the basketball series. The tea was a very successful affair. Red and blue
dresses were proudly worn as emblems of team affiliation, but the distinguishing
feature of the whole affair was the spirit of non-partisanship. Yale members were
proud of their team's work and yet sincere in their congratulations to the victors.
Dancing was enjoyed for an hour, and refreshments were served throughout the
afternoon. The pourers at the tea were Miss Harris, Miss Cruttenden, and Miss Mun-
yan.
The idea of a victory tea is a new one at S. T. C, and it is sincerely hoped that it
will become as lirmlv established a custom as other social activities of the \\ . A. A.
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W, ^. ^. Jformal
The soft glow of shaded lights; the haunting strains of sweet dance music; and
smartlv dressed young ladies with charming escorts, all set down amidst the glitter
and sparkle of an invigorating snow scene, was the setting for the W. A. A.'s first
Mid-Winter Formal held in the College Auditorium.
The reception line, consisting of Dr. and Mrs. Pitman, Miss Wallace, Miss Gour-
ville, Miss Stone, Miss Burnliam, Rita White, Anne Adleherg, Florence List, and
Lucv Del Rossi, made a most in\ iting picture as thev beamed their cordial greetings
on the guests.
"Marching Along Together" was the rollicking tunc ih.ir sent the couples oil
in swinging steps around the gav hall for the Grand Match, at the conclusion ot
which bookmarks bearing the college seal were presented to each couple.
Delicious refreshments were served in the Pedagog\ Room, with its gaily covered,
red-checkered tablecloths and glowing candlelight.
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;%>noU) Crain
"All aboaid fot a day of 'roughing it' and fun galore!" 'Couise thev aren't the
exact words of the conductor on that East Jalfrev hound tiain, but thev are our inter-
pretation.
Such a stacking of lunches, balancing of skis in safe places, and peeling off of
jackets, sweaters, and coats. The latter procedure, when ended, suggested that there
were many brothers at home searching for missing apparel.
Arriving at Jaffrey, a noisy disembarkment ensued. A fast and furious battle was
unanimously agreed to be a good way to start things humming. And hum thev did!
\\ ith snow whizzing to the right and left, Yale came through the victor, after a
successful coup d'etat in which Harvard lost its banner.
A baseball game kept us busy for a while, digging up lost balls, and working up
an appetite. Then those who still felt that they could rake it followed Kav Cargill in
a merry Hare and Hound chase. The Hares were run down, gasping for breath from
laughter and showrng signs of havrng leaped barbed wire fences.
While waiting for our train to return with our lunches, we enjoved watching
Madeline Donovan show her prowess as a face-washer (as long as we weren't the
victims) and paying homage to our snow queen, Helena Anderson.
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Any rags, any bones, any bottles? Not to be thrown at the Harvard members but
for a party, because Yale was good-natured enough to realize that "to the victor
belongs the spoils." For the small sum of three cents, Yale members each took a
Harvard friend to an afternoon of merriment.
Upon arriving, each guest was changed to some famous personage bv havmg a
card pinned upon her back. After frantic questioning, the poor unknown realized what
great personalitv she realh" was. This fascinating game soon gave wav to a heated
spelling contest as Harvard and Yale competed to form words with letters found in
their new names. Then, sitting upon the povertv-stricken chairs and upon newspapers,
the guests were entertained with charades, cleverlv acted by Yale members. The Fresh-
men shone with their brilliant guessing in discovering the hidden meanings of the
acts.
What were those shrieks and yells? Oh, yes! It was a game of pig. Clothespins
and cards flew, as evervone clutched the all-important clothespin.
To some, the pleasanrest episode of the partv came when the bread-line formed
under the balconv to receive rations. Sandwiches were handed out, and tin mugs were
filled from the communitv coffee pot. Then, games all played, food all gone, Harvard
and Yale members started towards their lockers, not as victors and vanquished, but as
true friends and appreciative guests.
illocU itlan Qance
"Those were the good old days" was the thought uppermost in the minds of
those who attended the Mock Man Dance on April 6, 1934. The Gay Nineties were
indeed brought back to life at this partv which was characterized bv j1! things old-
fashioned. For the most parr, those who attended were dressed in costumes of hmg
ago which fitted in well with the historical scene pictured about the gvmnasium.
Our good-looking "men" appeared paiticularly smooth and galhmt in their well
fitting swallow-tailed coats and tall hats as rhev pranced gail\- about wirli the ladies
of their choice.
It was a gala night with its N'lrginia Reels, beautiful ladies and dapper gentlemen,
all attesting to the fact that women mav conduct a successful dance without the aid
of real men.
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The Year Book Staff wish to thank all who have made the 1934 Book possible.
They are especially grateful to Miss Lena FitzHugh of the history department for her
interest and work with the Elementary Seniors, to Mr. Warren Butler for permission
to adapt his map of Salem, and to the Middle Classes and Advertisers for their financial
support.
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"Privately T^rinted
The 1934 State Teachers College Year Book is a fine
example of a limited edition, privately printed.
The staff of this book and an increasing number of other
private publishers have been turning to organizations which
specialize in the production of fine brochures, magazines,
and privately printed books. For more than a century The
Andover Press has served such publishers, planning and
printing class annuals, descriptive booklets, genealogies, and
other quality publications.
THE ANDOVER PRESS
AXDOX ER, MASSACHUSETTS
Telephone Andover 143
To assure complete coordination in the
production of this book the engravings were furnished by the printer.
Compliments of
arren Kay Vantine
Studio, Inc.
Official Photographer
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160 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass.
THREE QUESTIONS TO
THINK ABOUT
1
.
Is your adx aiux'd sliortliaiul course as well oriiani/cd and as dcfmitcK
jilanned as your thcoiy course?
2. Is tlu'ic a not iccal)l(' It-t-down in tlic interest of ><)ur sliortluuul
students during the adxanced stages ot tlie work?
3. Do \()ur adxanced students nuike tlie same measuralile day-to-da\'
progress tliat tlie\- nicd<e diiiiiiii the earlier stages?
These and simihir (|uestions are tfef|uently asked at conventions and
wherever shorthand teachers meet.
GREGG SPEED BUILDING
by
JOHN ROBERT GREGG
The book with a well-defined and teachal)]e speed-hiiildinii plan, is the
solution to >()iir speed-building problem.
No more lesson assignments to jirepare—no more worry about keeping
up \ ()iir students' interest or building up their speed.
W hen you use GREGG SPEED BUILDING you are following such a
definite scientific speed-building program that both you and your stu-
dents have a feeling of absolute confidence in the final results.
Try this new hook with your next advanced or speed class.
List Price $L20
THE GREGG PUBLISHING COMPANY
New York Chicago San Francisco Boston Toronto
Gre^f^ Books Are Authoritative
A Bank for One Hundred and Thirty-one Years
Naumkeag Trust Company
Salem, Massachusetts
217 ESSEX STREET
CovipUments of
WARREN'S ... r//^- Oasis
(Palermo a CjJjjtectalty
Coi)/plj»H')lt.S of
GEORGE W. PICKERING COAL CO.
Complete Fuel Service Since 1838
122 WASIIINCrrON STREET - - SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
John L. Minigell, Inc.
Wholesale Confectioner
Margin and Downing Streets : : SALEM, MASS.
Zlhc Salcin lEveninij Hews
Daily Circulation Over 21,500
ADVERTISERS FIND THE NEWS VERY PROFITABLE
CANDIES
rWe also serve WHITMAN'S CHOCOLATE SYRUP 1
[_ exclusively at all our spotlessly clean Soda Fountains J
ROPES DRUG COMPANY
SEVEN STORES CONVENIENTLY LOCATED L\
SALEM - BEVERLY - DANVERS - LYNN
Coinplin/ents of
RALPH J. BURNS
1855 1934
SALEM FIVE CENTS SAVINGS BANK
210 ESSEX STREET
TA MUTUAL SAVINGS BANK!
L Total Assets Over $24,800,000.00 J
Harrv p. Gifi-'ord, Pies. VV. Warren Stocker, Treas. Charles M. Brundage, Asst. Treas.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES as low as $j.oo a year
W| Boollis arc located near the Safe Deposit Vault
for the convenience of customers where secin i-
ities may be looked over in private.
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
THE ONI.y NATIONAL BANK IN .SALEM
The Grace M. Abbott Teachers' Agency
(;R.\(;1': M. ABBOI r, Manager
120 BOYLSTON STREKT, BOSTON
MlMBl.K NATIONAL ASSOCIATION THACllTRS' AGENCIES
LOOK into the FUTURE . . .
and \(>ii will sec |)(issil)U' (
)| )| » u I uiiil ics as well as
emergencies \\ hen will w.mi to be prepared
w idi i cady cash.
An evergrowing Savings Actouiii in ihis Bank
be a safeguard to you financially.
\\ h\- not start the account X()\\.
SALEM SAVINGS BANK
"The Bank with the Chime Clock''
BATES & KLINKE, Inc
ATTLEBORO, MASS.
QjMa?itifactu?'ing Jewelers
Class Pins and Rings
Prom and Dance Favors
Club Pins, etc.
Medals and Trophies
100 Years of Experience
Back of its Scholarship & Accuracy
That is why The Merriam-Webster is the "Supreme Authority"; is the
most widely used reference work in the world ; is universally accepted
in the courts, colleges, schools, and libraries.
WEBSTER'S NEW
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
"The Supreme Authority"
Every State that has adopted an unabridged dictionary for use in its schools has chosen exclusively The
Merriam-Webster.
Nearly 100'
, of all schoolbooks are based on the New International for pronunciation, spelling, compound-
ing, and division of words.
The Colleges voted overwhelmingly in favor of Webster as the standard of pronunciation, in answer to ques-
tions submitted by the Chicago Woman's Club.
GET THE BEST! Write for Free r'chly illustrated pamphlet with sample pages of The New International.
G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY - Springfield, Massachusetts
A REMINDER
MANY smart looking rings are
manufactured year after year by
C. K. GROUSE COMPANY
IVe appreciate your
order for ig'jj
C. K. GROUSE CO.
NO. ATTLEBORO, MASS.




